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Zusammenfassung 

Das Thema dieser kumulativen Dissertation ist die Untersuchung des Einflusses des Belüfterdesigns auf 

den Sauerstoffeintrag feinblasiger Druckbelüftungssysteme bei der Behandlung salzhaltiger Abwässer. 

Beim Belebungsverfahren, dem gängigen aeroben biologischen Behandlungsverfahren, werden 

heutzutage zur Deckung des Sauerstoffbedarfs der Mikroorganismen bevorzugt feinblasige 

Druckbelüftungssysteme eingesetzt. Dabei hat die Belüftung mit 50 % bis 80 % den größten Anteil am 

Gesamtenergieverbrauch des Belebungsverfahrens. Zur Sicherstellung einer hohen Energieeffizienz des 

Belüftungssystems und damit des gesamten biologischen Reinigungsprozesses müssen bei dessen 

Planung alle Prozessbedingungen berücksichtigt werden. Einer der maßgebenden Faktoren ist die 

Salzkonzentration, deren Anstieg zu einer Hemmung der Koaleszenz und damit zu einer Verringerung 

der Blasengröße führt. Mit der dadurch vergrößerten Gas-Flüssig-Grenzfläche geht ein massiver Anstieg 

des Sauerstoffeintrags einher.  

Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurde der Sauerstoffeintrag verschiedener, konventioneller feinblasiger 

Belüfterelemente in Trink- und Salzwasser sowie in salzhaltigem Belebtschlamm gemessen. Ziel dabei 

war die Identifizierung und Bewertung wie Belüftermembrandesign, Belüftertyp, Belegungsdichte und 

Salzart bei unterschiedlichen Salzkonzentrationen den Sauerstoffeintrag beeinflussen. Parallel wurde in 

Trink- und Salzwasser mittels Bildanalyse die Blasengröße an verschiedenen Stellen des aufsteigenden 

Blasenschwarms gemessen. Die Untersuchungen in Trink- und Salzwasser fanden in einer 250 L 

Blasensäule sowie in einem 17.100 L Glasbecken statt. Für die Sauerstoffeintragsmessungen in 

salzhaltigem Belebtschlamm wurde eigens eine mit salzhaltigem Industrieabwasser beschickte 

Belebungsanlage im Pilotmaßstab mit einem belüfteten Beckenvolumen von 2.250 L über 269 d 

betrieben. Der Sauerstoffeintrag wurde dabei kontinuierlich mittels Abluftmethode erfasst. 

Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass in Trinkwasser der Sauerstoffeintrag vorwiegend von der Belegungsdichte 

und dem Belüftertyp sowie von der Einblastiefe abhängt. Hingegen hat das Belüftermembrandesign in 

Trinkwasser keinen Effekt auf den Sauerstoffeintrag, obwohl Blasengrößenvermessungen eine deutliche 

Abhängigkeit zwischen der Schlitzgröße und der Größe der Primärblasen zeigen. Ursache der fehlenden 

Einflussnahme ist die rasche Koaleszenz der Blasen während ihres Aufstiegs. Der Einsatz 

feingeschlitzter Belüfter führt also in Trinkwasser gegenüber dem Einsatz grobgeschlitzter Belüfter 

gleichen Typs nicht zu einer Veränderung oder gar zu einer Verbesserung des Sauerstoffeintrags. 

Vielmehr verschlechtert sich der Sauerstoffertrag infolge des höheren Druckverlustes der 

feingeschlitzten Belüfter.  

Erhöht sich jedoch die Salzkonzentration, führt die zunehmende Hemmung der Koaleszenz dazu, dass 

die Blasengröße ab- und der Sauerstoffeintrag deutlich zunimmt. Erreicht die Salzkonzentration die sog. 

kritischen Koaleszenzkonzentration (engl. crictial coalescence concentration; CCC) ist die Koaleszenz 

gar vollständig gehemmt und der Sauerstoffeintrag erreicht sein Maximum. Die CCC ist dabei 

unterschiedlich für jedes Salz bzw. Salzgemisch. Mit einem eigens neu entwickelten Ansatz konnten 

erstmals für konventionelle feinblasige Druckbelüfter die CCC für verschiedene Salze bestimmt werden. 

Ist die Koaleszenz vollständig gehemmt entspricht die Blasengröße etwa dem der Primärblasen, 

wodurch mit feingeschlitzten Belüftern im Vergleich zu gröber geschlitzten Belüftern gleichen Typs ein 

höherer Sauerstoffeintrag erreicht wird. So wurde ein Anstieg des Sauerstoffeintrags um bis zu 23 % 

erreicht. Trotz des höheren Druckverlustes der feingeschlitzten Belüfter, stieg der Sauerstoffertrag um 

bis zu 17 %. Bei erhöhten Salzkonzentrationen kann die Effizienz des feinblasigen Belüftungssystems 

also durch eine Anpassung des Belüftermembrandesigns signifikant erhöht werden, ein Fakt, den es 

künftig auch bei der Bemessung zu berücksichtigen gilt. Ein optimierter Bemessungsansatz wird im 

Rahmen der Thesis vorgestellt, welcher eine bedarfsgerechte Bemessung feinblasiger 

Druckbelüftungssysteme bei erhöhten Salzkonzentrationen ermöglicht.   
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Abstract 

The topic of this cumulative thesis is to investigate the influence of diffuser design on the oxygen transfer 

of fine-bubble aeration systems in wastewater treatment at increased salt concentrations. In the activated 

sludge process, as the common aerobic biological treatment process, fine-bubble aeration systems are 

preferred to satisfy the oxygen demand of microorganisms. Thereby, aeration is usually the most energy-

intensive part of the activated sludge process, accounting for 50 % to 80 % of total requirement. To 

ensure high energy efficiency of aeration and thus of the entire treatment process, designers of WWTP 

must therefore consider all influencing factors including salinity. When salinity rises, coalescence is 

increasingly inhibited. The resulting decrease in bubble size leads to an increase in the gas-liquid 

interface, followed by a tremendous increase in oxygen transfer. 

Within this thesis, the oxygen transfer of various conventional fine-bubble aeration diffusers in tap- and 

saline water as well as in saline activated sludge was measured. The scope was to assess the effect of 

diffuser membrane design, diffuser type, diffuser density and salt type on oxygen transfer at different 

salt concentrations. Simultaneously, bubble size along the ascent of the bubble swarm were measured 

via image analyses at different levels of ascending bubble swarm in tap water and in saline water. The 

measurements in tap- and saline water took place in a 250 L glazed bubble column and in a 17,100 L 

glass-steel-frame tank. Oxygen transfer tests in saline activated sludge were conducted in a pilot scale 

activated sludge tank with an aerated water volume of 2.250 L. The plant was operated for 269 days 

with saline industrial wastewater influent. The oxygen transfer into the activated sludge was measured 

continuously by off-gas method.  

The results show, that in tap water the oxygen transfer depends predominantly on diffuser density and 

type of diffuser as well as on the depth of submergence. In contrast, the diffuser membrane design has 

no effect on oxygen transfer in tap water, although bubble size measurements showed that the slit length 

of diffuser membrane affect the size of bubbles close to the diffuser (primary bubbles). The reason is, 

that bubbles coalescence rapidly during their ascent. Therefore, using fine-slitted diffusers in tap water 

does not lead to an improved oxygen transfer compared to large-slitted diffusers of the same type. 

Rather, the aeration efficiency decreases due to the higher pressure drop of fine-slitted diffusers.  

However, when the salt concentration increases, the increasing inhibition of coalescence leads to a 

decreasing bubble size and a tremendously rising oxygen transfer. When the salt concentration exceeds 

the critical coalescence concentration (CCC), coalescence is completely inhibited and the oxygen 

transfer reaches its maximum. The CCC is specific for each salt or salt mixture. Using a new self-

developed analytical approach, for the first time CCC was determined for various single salt solutions 

for conventional fine-bubble diffusers. If coalescence is completely inhibited, the bubble size equals the 

size of primary bubbles, which results in an improved oxygen transfer using fine-slitted diffusers. 

Oxygen transfer measurements in saline water as well as in saline activated sludge show, that oxygen 

transfer increases up to 23 % compared to large-slitted diffusers of the same type. Despite higher 

pressure drop of fine-slitted diffusers, aeration efficiency increases up to 17 %. Thus, at elevated salt 

concentrations, the efficiency of fine-bubble aeration systems can be significantly improved by adjusting 

the diffuser membrane design, a fact, that must also be considered in the future in the design of aeration 

systems. Therefore, an optimized design approach is proposed, which enables an appropriate design of 

fine-bubble aeration systems at increased salt concentrations.  
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Introduction 

1 

1 Introduction 

The topic of this cumulative thesis is to investigate the influence of diffuser design on oxygen transfer 

of fine-bubble aeration systems in wastewater treatment at increased salt concentrations. Elevated salt 

concentration is quite common in industrial wastewater as well as in the municipal wastewater of some 

cities, such as in Macau or Hong-Kong (Sander 2018), which are close to the ocean and where seawater 

infiltrates into the leaky sewage system or it is used directly for toilet flushing to substitute fresh water. 

Increased salt concentration inhibit bubble coalescence. Therefore, the average bubble size of an 

ascending bubble swarm decreases. The smaller bubbles offer a larger gas-liquid interfacial area, which 

leads to an increasing oxygen transfer of fine-bubble aeration systems at elevated salt concentration. 

Depending on the aeration devices and salt concentration, the oxygen transfer is up to twice as high as 

in tap water. Despite numerous studies of this phenomenon, it was often neglected in the design of 

aeration systems in wastewater treatment. As a result, aeration systems are often being constructed with 

too high capacity, which results in unnecessarily high investment and operating costs. If the aeration 

system cannot be regulated down sufficiently, there is also a risk of excessive oxygen concentration in 

the activated sludge. This can lead to a decrease in denitrification capacity and thus to insufficient 

nutrient elimination.  

With the revision of the German design recommendation DWA M 229-1 (DWA 2017a), a first approach 

was included, so that the design engineers are able to consider the influence of increased sea salt 

concentration on oxygen transfer of fine-bubble aeration systems. However, the new design approach is 

insufficient, because it does not consider the influence of diffuser design on oxygen transfer at increased 

salt concentration, nor it is applicable to other salts than sea salt.  

This knowledge gap is closed with the present thesis. Comprehensive experiments were carried out in 

tap water, saline water and saline activated sludge to show the differences in oxygen transfer and bubble 

size of fine-bubble diffusers of different designs and of different types. The experimental setup being 

used for the experiments ranges from a 250 L small bubble column (1 m depth of submergence) via an 

2.250 L aeration tank of a pilot scale activated sludge plant (3.6 m depth of submergence) to a 17,100 L 

pilot scale glass-steel frame test tanks (3.8 m depth of submergence). During the different experiments 

the oxygen transfer, the bubble size in the bubble swarm, the pressure drop of diffusers, salt 

concentration and, in case of the experiments with a pilot scale activated sludge plant treating saline 

industrial wastewater, operating parameters such as F/M ratio, MLSS, COD elimination etc. were 

measured.  
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2 Outline and structure of the thesis 

This thesis is a cumulative research work on the influence of fine-bubble diffuser design on oxygen 

transfer in saline conditions and comprises four peer-reviewed articles published in international 

scientific journals. The scope was to assess the effect of diffuser membrane design, diffuser type, 

diffuser density and salt type on oxygen transfer at different salt concentrations. Chapter 3 of the thesis 

contains the corresponding theory and background, including a brief description of the functionality and 

components of modern fine-bubble aeration systems, the basics of oxygen transfer and its manifold 

influencing factors and common theories about bubble formation as well as bubble coalescence process. 

Furthermore, an overview is given of the occurrence and biological treatment of saline wastewater. 

The articles, this thesis is based on, are reprinted in chapter 4. They are arranged following the medium 

in which the oxygen transfer and bubble formation was investigated (tap water; saline water; saline 

activated sludge) and the scale of the experimental setup (see Figure 1). Each paper describes a step in 

investigating the influence of fine-bubble-diffuser design on oxygen transfer at elevated salt 

concentrations.  

Paper I

Medium:

TAP WATER

Experimental setup:

17,100 L test-tank

Paper II

Medium:

SALINE WATER

Experimental setup:

250 L bubble column

Paper III

Medium:

SALINE WATER

Experimental setup:

17,100 L test-tank

Paper IV

Medium:

SALINE ACTIVATED SLUDGE

Experimental setup:

Pilot-scale activated sludge plant

 

Figure 1: Overview of the four peer-reviewed scientific journals this thesis is based on 

Conventional aeration equipment is rated in terms of its oxygen transfer in tap water. Nevertheless, 

corresponding published data of modern fine-bubble membrane diffusers are rare and mostly not up to 

date. However, current tap water performance data are necessary to assess the expected increase in 

oxygen transfer at elevated salt concentration. Furthermore, such data are also essential in design of 
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aeration systems, also in none-saline conditions. Therefore, Paper I deals with the performance of 

modern fine-bubble aeration systems in tap water. In detail, the experience from three decades of oxygen 

transfer testing and aeration research at Technical University of Darmstadt were summarized, including 

results of 306 oxygen transfer tests of 65 different fine-bubble diffusers carried out in a 17,100 L pilot-

scale test tank in tap water.  

Paper II addresses the effect of diffuser membrane design on bubble size and bubble size distribution at 

different salt concentrations. By using a new analytical approach, oxygen transfer and the bubble size 

along the ascent of the bubble swarm were measured simultaneously and in real time in lab-scale 

experimental setup. While the influence of an increased salt concentration on oxygen transfer of rigid 

diffusers has been described in several scientific publications, there are only insufficient references to 

modern fine-bubble membrane diffusers as they are used today. Investigations of bubble size distribution 

of fine-bubble membrane diffusers at different salt concentrations do not exist at all and were described 

for the first time in the present paper. 

Accordingly, with the results from the lab-scale experiments, the general influence of the diffuser 

membrane design on oxygen transfer and the bubble size could be described. However, the lab-scale 

setup neither enabled the investigation of the oxygen transfer of diffuser types other than the disc 

diffusers used, nor was it possible to vary the diffuser density during the experiments. However, as tap 

water results in Paper I showed, diffuser density as well as diffuser type influence oxygen transfer.  

Therefore, lab-scale experiments were repeated in the pilot-scale test tank as used during tap water 

experiments and by conducting additional tests with tube and plate diffusers, it was possible to 

demonstrate the transferability to large scale as well as assess the effect of diffuser type and diffuser 

density on oxygen transfer at elevated salt concentration. Furthermore, by additional lab-scale 

experiments and using a new analytical approach, the so-called critical coalescence concentration (CCC) 

of various salts (MgCl2; CaCl2; Na2SO4; NaCl; KCl) were measured. Exceeds the salt concentration 

CCC, the coalescence is fully inhibited and oxygen transfer reaches its maximum. CCC is specific for 

each salt and depends significantly on the bubble size and thus on the diffuser design. With the results 

presented in Paper III, CCC of various salts for conventional fine-bubble membrane diffusers were 

published for the first time.  

The experiments in saline water show, in lab- as well as in pilot-scale experimental setup, that fine-

slitted diffusers and corresponding smaller primary bubble size are to be recommended in saline 

conditions, because the oxygen transfer improves significantly compared to large-slitted diffusers and 

corresponding larger primary bubble size. However, it was not known whether an improvement in 

aeration of saline activated sludge also occurs. The coalescence behaviour in the aerated tank as well as 

the fouling of the diffusers could be influenced by the activated sludge. A concern was, for example, 

that fine-slitted diffusers would have a higher fouling rate. The associated increase in pressure drop of 

diffusers and the corresponding increase in energy requirement for air supply could negate the 

improvement in oxygen transfer. 

Therefore, Paper IV handles experiments in a pilot-scale activated sludge plant, which was operated for 

269 d with saline industrial wastewater influent. Same disc diffusers as used in tap water and saline 

water experiments were successively installed in the aeration tank and the oxygen transfer was measured 

continuously by off-gas method. Additionally, a modified design approach for considering salt-effect 

on oxygen transfer is described.  

In chapter 5 the main conclusions from the different papers are summarized. Finally, the thesis closes 

with chapter 6, in which an outlook is given which further investigations are required regarding oxygen 

transfer at elevated salt concentrations. 
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3 Theory 

3.1 Aeration System 

The aeration system is one of the most important system components in aerobic biological wastewater 

treatment. Its main task is to ensure the oxygen demand of the microorganisms, which degrade the 

wastewater ingredients (EPA 1989).  

In case of fine-bubble aeration systems, air is introduced via diffusers installed at the bottom of the 

aeration tank (Mueller et al. 2002). The oxygen transfers via diffusion from the small ascending bubbles 

into the liquid phase. Besides oxygen supply, the aeration system prevents sludge sedimentation in the 

aeration tank and provides optimal contact between wastewater ingredients and activated sludge flocs 

(Wagner and Stenstrom 2014). Furthermore, gaseous metabolic by-products of microorganisms like 

CO2 are removed from liquid phase. Depending on the mean bubble size, a distinction is made between 

fine- and coarse bubble aeration system. Although there is no exact definition, it can be said, that mean 

bubble size of fine-bubble aeration systems is up to 5 mm (Hendricks 2011). Bubbles of coarse bubble 

aeration systems are bigger. The use of coarse bubble systems has rapidly declined over the past decades, 

due to their low efficiency and high power costs (Rosso et al. 2018). 

A fine-bubble aeration system essentially consists of the blowers, the air-pipes and the diffusers installed 

in the aeration tank. In addition, there are various measuring devices (DWA 2017b). Relevant 

monitoring and control parameters are the airflow rate (QA; m³/h), total air supply pressure (pT; kPa) and 

air-pipe temperature (TP, °C) as well as environmental parameters such as ambient temperature (TA; °C), 

relative humidity (RH; %) and atmospheric pressure (patm; kPa).  

For air-supply different blower types are available. These include turbo compressors, screw compressors 

or positive displacement blowers (Rosso et al. 2018). During the operation of the wastewater treatment 

plants, the amount of air provided must be adjusted to the fluctuating loads of the wastewater. 

Accordingly, a distinction is made in dimensioning of aeration systems between maximum, minimum 

and average airflow rate (Qmax, Qmin, Qave), that need to be provided. With municipal wastewater 

composition common in Germany, Qmax/Qmin ratio of 1:10 to 1:5 is usual (Wagner and Stenstrom 2014).  

The energy of blower operation makes the aeration system the main energy consumer of the activated 

sludge process. Even replacing the former used coarse bubble diffusers by more efficient fine-bubble 

technology in most WWTP of Europe and USA, aeration is still the most energy-intensive process of 

total electricity usage, accounting for 50 to 80 % of total WWTP demand (Amaral et al. 2018). The 

number and capacity of the blowers depends on the efficiency of the oxygen transfer and the 

corresponding required airflow rate for oxygen supply in the aeration tank. A high oxygen transfer 

means a lower required airflow rate, which reduces the necessary blower capacity and thus the total 

power consumption of the aeration system.  

Besides the blowers, the diffusers are an essential part of a fine-bubble aeration system (EPA 1989). 

There are many different diffuser types available (plates, tubes, discs), made out of different material 

such as Ethylene propylene diene terpolymer (EPDM), silicone or polyurethane (PU). For a high oxygen 

transfer, it is important during operation that the air is released over the entire membrane surface of the 

diffuser as far as possible. Therefore, manufacturers often define operating ranges for their diffusers 

with a minimum and a maximum airflow rate, also to prevent fouling if the airflow rate is too low.  

Fouling results from the deposition of organic as well as inorganic wastewater ingredients on the surface 

of the diffuser and in the slits from which the air escapes (Loock 2009). An increasing air supply pressure 

at constant airflow rate is a typical indication of diffuser fouling. In some cases, the deposits can be 

removed by abruptly expanding and relaxing the diffuser, also known as ‘bumping’. Otherwise, only 
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chemical or mechanical cleaning or replacement of the diffusers can reduce the total air supply pressure 

sustainably (DWA-M 299-2).  

3.2 Oxygen transfer of fine bubble aeration systems 

In case of fine-bubble aeration systems, the oxygen transfers via diffusion from ascending gas bubbles 

to the liquid phase. This transfer is described by the volumetric mass transfer coefficient (kLa; 1/h) and 

is proportional to the difference between the oxygen saturation concentration (cS; mg/L) and the oxygen 

concentration in the water (cX; mg/L). Therefore, the oxygen transfer increases when aerating with pure 

oxygen instead of air. The greater the difference the higher the driving force of oxygen transfer:  

𝑑𝐶

𝑑𝑡
 = 𝑘𝐿𝑎 ∙ (𝑐𝑆 − 𝑐𝑋) (1) 

The kLa represents the product of the liquid-side mass transfer coefficient (kL; m²/s) and the liquid/gas 

interfacial area (a; m²/m³), where a is defined as ratio of total gas surface (Ag; m²) to aerated liquid 

volume (V, m³): 

𝑘𝐿a = 𝑘𝐿 ∙ 𝑎 =  𝑘𝐿

𝐴𝑔

𝑉
 

(2) 

There are several theories to describe the liquid-side mass transfer coefficient (Mueller et al. 2002). The 

penetration model according to Higbie (1935) assumes small fluid elements that are brought into contact 

with the interface where the diffusion of oxygen takes place. Accordingly, kL is a function of diffusion 

coefficient (D; m²/s) and contact time (t; s). Thereby t can be expressed as the ratio of slip velocity (vS; 

m/s) and bubble diameter (dB; m) (Wagner 2002; Motarjemi and Jameson 1978). The slip velocity is 

defined as the difference between bubble velocity and liquid velocity.   

𝑘𝐿 = 2∙√
𝐷

𝜋 · 𝑡
= 2 ∙ √

𝐷 ∙  𝑣𝑆

𝜋 ∙ 𝑑𝐵
 

(3) 

The reciprocal of the contact time is known as the renewable rate (rN; 1/s):  

𝑟𝑁 = 
1

𝑡
 

(4) 

The liquid/gas interfacial area is defined as the ratio of Ag to aerated liquid volume (V; m³). Obviously, 

it depends on the gas holdup (ε; -) and dB (Akita and Yoshida 1974):  

a =
𝐴𝑔

𝑉
=

6 ∙ 𝜀

𝑑𝐵
 

(5) 

3.3 Design of aeration system 

Since the wastewater ingredients and other different parameters, which affect the oxygen transfer, are 

different for every WWTP, commercial aeration equipment is rated in terms of oxygen transfer in clean 

water under standard conditions. Properties of ‘clean water’ is not defined in detail but is usually equated 

with the quality of the local tap water. The definition of standard conditions varies among industries and 

geographical areas. The definition used in the following is defined according to the European standard 

EN 12255-15 as follows:  
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• Water temperature = 20 °C 

• Atmospheric pressure = 101.3 kPa 

• Oxygen concentration = 0 mg/L 

The main design parameter of an aeration system is the standard oxygen transfer rate (SOTR; kg/h), 

which expresses the amount of oxygen that dissolves in clean water at standard conditions. SOTR of an 

aeration system is calculated as a function of kLa, V and cS at standard conditions (cS,20; mg/L) and a 

conversion factor of 1,000 g/kg :  

𝑆𝑂𝑇𝑅 =  
𝑉 · 𝑘𝐿𝑎 ∙ 𝑐𝑆,20

1,000
 

(6) 

Other important parameters are the standard oxygen transfer efficiency (SOTE; %) and the standard 

aeration efficiency (SAE; kg/kWh). SOTE describes the fraction of oxygen of injected air that dissolves 

at standard conditions in clean water (Jolly et al 2010), and is calculated as a function of SOTR, the 

injected airflow rate (QA; m³/h) and the density of oxygen in the ambient air of 0.299 kg/m³: 

𝑆𝑂𝑇𝐸 =  
100 ∙ 𝑆𝑂𝑇𝑅

𝑄𝐴 ∙ 0.299
 

(7) 

Usually, SOTE is referred to depth of submergence (hD; m). This ratio is known as specific SOTE 

(SSOTE; %/m) and is helpful to compare different aeration systems with each other (EN 12255-15): 

𝑆𝑆𝑂𝑇𝐸 =  
𝑆𝑂𝑇𝐸

ℎ𝐷
 

(8) 

SAE is defined as the ratio of SOTR to the required power requirement (P; kW) of blowers and, if 

applicable, the mixing devices (EN 12255-15): 

𝑆𝐴𝐸 =  
𝑆𝑂𝑇𝑅

𝑃
 

(9) 

To design an aeration system, the required SOTR must be obtained by applying factors to the oxygen 

transfer rate required under process conditions (OVh; kg/h). These factors reflect the different effects on 

the oxygen transfer, such as water temperature (θ(TW-20)), pressure (fD; patm/101.3), wastewater 

ingredients and activated sludge (α) as well as salinity (βSt; βα; fS,St; fα). The required SOTR is calculated 

as follows (DWA 2017a):  

𝑆𝑂𝑇𝑅 =  
𝑓𝐷 ∙ 𝛽𝑆𝑡 ∙ 𝑐𝑆,20 ∙ 𝑓𝑆,𝑆𝑡

𝛼 ∙ 𝑓𝑆,𝛼 ∙ (𝑓𝐷 ∙ 𝛽𝛼 ∙ 𝑐𝑆,𝑇 ∙
𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑚
101.3 − 𝑐𝑋) ∙ 𝜃(𝑇𝑊−20)

∙ 𝑂𝑉ℎ 
(10) 

The various correction factors are explained in the following chapter 3.4. The large number of these 

factors shows that the oxygen transfer is subject to a variety of influencing effects. Understanding and 

describing these effects is essential in the design of aeration systems. Otherwise, the calculated SOTR 

does not match the actual required SOTR, which leads to an inefficient or even insufficient wastewater 

treatment process. 

After the required SOTR, the required airflow rate is of interest for the design engineer of an aeration 

system. The airflow rate determines the required blower capacity as well as the number of diffusers that 
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need to be installed. It is calculated as a function of the calculated SOTR and the estimated SSOTE 

(DWA 2017a):  

𝑄𝐴 =  
100 ∙ 𝑆𝑂𝑇𝑅

3 ∙ 𝑆𝑆𝑂𝑇𝐸 ∙ ℎ𝐷
 

(11) 

Here it becomes evident, that proper estimation of SSOTE is crucial for efficient aeration system design 

(Stephenson et al. 2010), as the dimensioning of air pipes and selection of type and number of blowers 

depends on the calculated airflow rate. Therefore, Pöpel and Wagner (1989) published a table with 

standard values for SSOTE and SAE differentiated for different aeration system designs. Due to the 

further development of aeration equipment and improvement in the efficiency in aeration in particular, 

the recommendations were continuously revised and adapted (Wagner 1992; Wagner and Loock 2006; 

Wagner et al. 2011; Wagner and Stenstrom 2014). The actual version of the table is shown below. A 

proposal for a new revision of this table was published as part of this thesis (see chapter 4.2). 

Table 1:  Standard values for diffused aeration system according to Wagner and Stenstrom (2014) 

 Favorable Average 

System: SSOTE 

[%/m] 

SAE 

[kg/kWh] 

SSOTE 

[%/m] 

SAE 

[kg/kWh] 

Full-floor coverage 8.0 – 8.7 4.2 – 4.5 6.0 – 7.0 3.3 – 3.4 

Circulation and aeration 6.7 – 8.0 3.7 – 4.2 5.0 – 7.0 3.2 – 3.3 

 

3.4 Factors affecting oxygen transfer 

Oxygen transfer can be affected in different ways, either by influencing cS, kLa or both. These includes 

water temperature, wastewater contaminants and salinity. These major influencing factors are discussed 

below.  

3.4.1 Water temperature 

Water temperature affects cS and kLa. With increasing water temperature, cS decreases, which leads to a 

lower concentration gradient and thus decreasing oxygen transfer. The oxygen saturation concentration 

at process temperature (cS,T; mg/L) can be taken from tables, to be found e.g. in ISO 5814, or can be 

calculated as a function of the water-temperature (TW; °C) according to (DWA 2017a):  

𝑐𝑆,𝑇 =  
2,234.34

(𝑇𝑊 + 45.93)1.31403
 

(12) 

With increasing temperature, diffusion coefficient rises as viscosity of water drops. From eq. (3) it can 

be seen, that this leads to an increase of kLa. Due to the impact of water temperature, the kLa is usually 

corrected to 20 °C water-temperature as a function of the temperature correction factor (θ; -) by the 

following equation (DWA-M 209): 

𝑘𝐿𝑎20 =  𝑘𝐿𝑎𝑇 ∙ 𝜃(20−𝑇) = 𝑘𝐿𝑎𝑇 ∙ 1.024(20−𝑇) (13) 
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3.4.2 Pressure 

With increasing pressure (atmospheric and hydrostatic) the oxygen saturation concentration rises. 

Thereby, both the atmospheric as well as the hydrostatic pressure must be considered. The saturation 

concentration therefore changes along the ascent of the air bubble. Therefore, the theoretical mid-depth 

dissolved oxygen saturation concentration (cS,md,20; mg/L) is used, which is calculated for standard 

conditions according to (DWA M 299-1):  

𝑐𝑆,𝑚𝑑,20 =  𝑐𝑆,20 ∙ (1 +
ℎ𝐷

2 ∙ 10.35
) 

(14) 

The atmospheric pressure must be considered, especially if it deviates significantly from the standard 

conditions (101.3 kPa). For example, when the WWTP is located at high altitudes. Then, the oxygen 

saturation concentration can be corrected to standard conditions according to:  

𝑐𝑆,𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑚 =  𝑐𝑆,20 ∙
𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑚

101.3
 (15) 

3.4.3 Wastewater ingredients and activated sludge 

Different dissolved and suspended substances present in the mixture of activated sludge and wastewater 

inhibit oxygen transfer. Therefore, kLa in activated sludge compared to kLa in tap water is usually lower. 

The inhibiting substances include surfactants, the activated sludge flocs and dissolved organic 

substances present in the activated sludge-wastewater mixture. 

The effect of surfactants on oxygen transfer is subject of many different studies (Eckenfelder and 

Barnhart (1961), Wagner and Pöpel (1996), Steinmetz (1996), Chern et al. (2001), Painmanakul et al. 

(2005), Rosso et al. (2006), Sardeing et al. (2006), Hebrard et al. (2009)). Due to their simultaneously 

hydrophilic (polar) and hydrophobic (non-polar) nature, surfactants tend to adsorb at the gas-liquid 

interfacial area. Such substances are used in soaps and detergents and find their way into wastewater 

and thus into WWTPs. Experiments show that in case of fine-bubble aeration, surfactants usually leads 

to a reduction of the ascension velocity and bubble diameter. The smaller bubbles lead to an increase in 

interfacial area and it would be assumed, that the oxygen transfer therefore increases. Indeed, surfactants 

also immobilize the bubble surface so that the bubbles behave more and more like rigid particles, which 

leads to a reduction in the interfacial renewable rate and reduces the internal gas circulation (Rosso et 

al. (2006)). Furthermore, due to their accumulation at the interfacial area, they act as a barrier for the 

diffusion of oxygen from gas into the liquid phase. Therefore, the net effect of increasing surfactants 

concentration is usually a decreasing oxygen transfer (Wagner 1991).  

The negative effect of surfactants is commonly accepted as an explanation for the positive correlation 

between oxygen transfer and activated sludge tanks operating parameters such as sludge retention time 

(SRT; d) or food to mass (F/M) ratio, whereby both parameters are reciprocal to each other. With 

increasing SRT or decreasing F/M ratio, the oxygen transfer improves, because there is also an 

improvement in treatment, which leads to a lower surfactant’s concentration in the activated sludge. 

This phenomenon is also observed in plug flow reactors, where oxygen transfer is lowest for the influent 

and increases to a maximum at the effluent. (Kayser (1967), EPA (1989)) 

Like surfactants, the physical presence of solids has a detrimental effect on the oxygen transfer. The 

sludge flocs accumulate at the interfacial area, lower permeability and block oxygen transfer. Therefore, 

the oxygen transfer has been considered inversely related to the mixed liquor suspended solids 

concentration (MLSS; g/L) (Krampe and Krauth 2003), or mixed liquid volatile suspended solids 

(MLVSS) concentration (Henkel 2010). Furthermore, as the solids concentration increases, the gas hold-
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up decreases compared to two-phase systems with the same gas input and the bubble velocity is reduced 

due to hydrodynamic forces and mutual collisions. This again favours coalescence and therefore lowers 

interfacial area and kLa, respectively.  

Organic substances originated by the microorganisms like extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) or 

soluble microbial products (SMP) are also suspected to inhibit oxygen transfer (Wagner 1991; Schwarz 

et al. 2021). EPS represent a significant component when discussing microbial aggregates because they 

hold the aggregates together in a three-dimensional matrix (Sheng et al. 2010). EPS in wastewater 

treatment is produced during metabolism of the bacterial cell or comes from the wastewater influent. 

Main components of EPS are proteins, carbohydrates, nucleic acids and lipids (Henkel 2010). Steinmetz 

(1996) observed a decrease in oxygen transfer with increasing EPS concentration in the sludge and 

concluded that bacterial metabolism products may influence oxygen transfer. However, EPS mainly 

occurs inside the sludge floc and consequently does not get directly into contact with the interfacial area 

(Henkel 2010). Therefore, Germain et al. (2007) focused on the analyses of SMP, which are ostensibly 

soluble and thus part of the liquid phase. They found that increasing SMP concentration decreases 

oxygen transfer.  

The reduction in oxygen transfer caused by ingredients present in activated sludge-wastewater mixture 

is governed by the alpha factor (α; -), which is defined as the ratio of kLa in non-saline activated sludge 

and kLa in tap water at standard conditions (kLa20; 1/h):  

α =
𝑘𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑔𝑒

𝑘𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑝 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟
 

(16) 

The α factor is reported as the most uncertain aeration process parameter (Rosso et al. 2018), since it is 

highly dynamic and cannot predict with certainty the aeration efficiency under different process 

conditions, either in a single WWTP or across different WWTP. Therefore, recommendation ranges for 

α are often given in literature, such as by Günkel-Lange (2013). He recommends values for minimum, 

average and maximum α-factors in fine bubble diffuser aeration systems for various load cases and 

treatment goals accordingly (see Table 2). Due to the high dynamics of the α-factor, it is recommended 

to calculate the required amount of oxygen with minimum, maximum and average α to achieve the 

necessary flexibility of the aeration system in operation (DWA 2017a).  

Table 2: Recommended α-values for maximum, average and minimum load cases process variants for 

fine-bubble aeration systems (Günkel-Lange 2013) 

 αmin αave αmax 

 (maximum load case) (average load case) (minimum load case) 

continuously operated denitrification (simultaneous, 

intermittent, alternating, upstream)  

0.60 0.75 0.85 

SBR process for nutrient removal 0.50 0.65 0.80 

Membrane Bioreactor (MLSS ~ 12 g/L, SRT = 25 d) 0.50 0.60 0.70 

Simultaneously aerobic stabilization 0.70 0.80 0.90 

Carbon removal 0.35 0.50 0.60 
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3.4.4 Salinity 

It is generally assumed, that the presence of salts due to their hydration reduces the activity of water and 

the space available for the solution of oxygen molecules, and thus diminishes the solubility of oxygen 

in water (Henkel 2010). This effect is considered in design of aeration systems by the salt correction 

factor (β; -), which is defined as the ratio of oxygen saturation concentration in saline (waste)water 

(cS,Saline water) to clean water (Mueller et al. 2002): 

𝛽 =  
𝑐𝑆,𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟

𝑐𝑆
 (17) 

The oxygen saturation concentration for different water temperatures and salt concentrations can be 

taken from tables, to be found e.g. in ISO 5814. How β can be calculated as a function of salt 

concentration is shown in chapter 4.4. As seen in eq. (1), due to the reduced oxygen saturation 

concentration increased salinity has a negative effect on oxygen transfer. Nevertheless, this effect is 

usually overlapped by another (positive) effect: the inhibition of bubble coalescence.  

As shown in Figure 2, if salinity rises, the coalescence of a fine-bubble aeration system will be 

increasingly inhibited, which leads to a tremendous reduction in bubble size. Common theories how 

salts inhibit bubble coalescence are described in more detail in chapter 3.7.  

With inhibition of bubble coalescence, the bubble size decreases and the interfacial area and kLa rises, 

respectively. Since the negative effect of reduced oxygen saturation concentration is quite low in 

comparison to the positive effect of coalescence inhibition, kLa rises with increasing salinity. The 

inhibiting effect of salts due to reduced oxygen saturation concentration is only relevant at very high 

salt concentration, as Dinkel et al. (2019) showed in their experiments in a small bubble column. They 

registered a decrease in kLa not until the salt concentration reaches 130 g NaCl/L. With further increase 

in salinity, kLa decreases until the salt saturation concentration was reached.  

    

Tap water 5 g/L NaCl 10 g/L NaCl 15 g/L NaCl 

Figure 2: Pictures of bubble swarm of same airflow rate at different salt concentrations 

The change in oxygen transfer caused by salts present in wastewater is governed by the fS value, which 

is defined as the ratio of kLa in saline (waste)water (kLa20SW; 1/h) to kLa in tap water at standard 

conditions (kLa20; 1/h): 

𝑓𝑆 =  
𝑘𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟

𝑘𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑝 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟
 

(18) 

In the following, the effect of salt on oxygen transfer is shown exemplarily based on own measurements. 

Figure 3 shows fS as a function of MgCl2 and CaCl2 concentration, measured in a lab-scale bubble 

column with the same fine-bubble diffuser and with identical airflow rate. With increasing salt 
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concentration fS rises linearly (Zone 1). Here the coalescence is more and more inhibited and bubble 

size decreases. At a certain salt concentration the coalescence is completely inhibited and fS reaches its 

maximum (fS,max). A comparison of the two graphs shows, that fSmax is reached at different salt 

concentrations (MgCl2: 0.063 mol/L or 6 g/L; CaCl2: 0.080 mol/L or 10 g/L). Furthermore, it can be 

seen, that fS or kLa is more than doubled compared to tap water for each salt, which shows the 

tremendous effect of salt on oxygen transfer. If the salt concentration increases further, no change in kLa 

is recognisable and fS is therefore constant (Zone 2).  

  

Figure 3: fS as a function of MgCl2- concentration (A) and CaCl2-concentration (B) 

According to Quinn et al. (2014), the concentration at which bubble coalescence is fully inhibited (and 

fS reaches its maximum) is called the critical coalescence concentration (CCC; g/L). Figure 3 shows, 

that CCC is different for each salt or mixed salt solution, respectively. CCC as well as fS,max is affected 

by the bubble formation system and the bubble size. The rule of thumb is: the smaller the bubbles the 

higher CCC and fS,max is. As part of this thesis, CCC of different salts were determined for the first time 

for conventional fine-bubble aeration systems and then compared with literature data (see chapter 4.4). 

3.5 Bubble Formation 

Because of its relevance in many technical applications, the bubble formation with its influencing factors 

has been studied many times (Loubière and Hébrard (2003); Kumar and Kuloor (1970); Bals (2002); 

Painmanakul et al. (2004)). The bubble formation begins, when pressure in the gas chamber (pC) 

balances the sum of resistances due to hydrostatic pressure (pH), surface tension (pσ) and, in case of 

flexible membrane diffusers, “elastic” pressure (p0) (Painmanakul et al. 2004): 

∆𝑝 < 𝑝𝐶 − 𝑝𝐻 − 𝑝𝜎 − 𝑝0 (19) 

Kumar and Kuloor (1970) described the bubble formation process in two stages:  

a) Expansion stage, in which the bubble volume increases as long as the downward forces exceed 

the upward one. The bubble rises during bubble growth, and the bubble neck is formed.  

b) Detachment stage, in which the bubble detaches itself when the bubble neck is closed.  
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Figure 4: Balance of forces during bubble formation at an elastic orifice or “slit” adapted from Painmanakul 

et al. (2004)  

The bubble formation process is affected by the diffuser material, the size of the orifice from which the 

air escapes and the airflow rate. With rigid diffuser materials, bubble formation takes place at constantly 

open orifices of fixed diameter. In the case of flexible membrane diffusers, it takes place at elastic 

orifices. If the pressure in the gas chamber is insufficient, these elastic orifices close themselves and 

thus prevent that liquid enters the gas chamber (Painmanakul et al. 2004). Due to their elasticity, the 

orifices of flexible membrane diffusers are therefore often termed “slits”.  

Studies investigating bubble formation on flexible membrane diffusers are rare. One of the few studies 

dealing with bubble formation on both rigid and flexible membrane diffusers is Loubière and Hébrard 

(2003). They defined the total bubble formation time (tB), which is the sum of bubble growth time 

(tB,growth) and of a time-out between two consecutive bubbles generated (tB,time-out). The bubble formation 

frequency (fB) is reciprocal to tB, from which results: 

𝑡𝐵 = 𝑡𝐵,𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ + 𝑡𝐵,𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒−𝑜𝑢𝑡 =
1

𝑓𝐵
 

(20) 

Loubière and Hébrard (2003) showed, that in the case of rigid diffusers, with rising airflow rate the 

bubble formation frequency increases initially while the bubble diameter remains constant. Thereby, the 

increased bubble formation frequency results from a reduced time-out between detachment and a newly 

forming bubble. The time of bubble formation remains constant. That is because after the gas bubble is 

released, the pressure in the orifice drops and liquid enters. The pressure of the gas phase must first 

overcome the hydrostatic pressure so that a new bubble can form. If airflow rate increases further, the 

bubble diameter and bubble formation frequency increases until jet regime begins, and the bubbles 

already coalesce during their formation process (Kumar and Kuloor 1970). 

In case of flexible membrane diffusers, the bubble diameter increases logarithmically with increasing 

airflow rate (Loubière and Hébrard 2003). In parallel, bubble formation frequency increases linearly 

until a maximum is reached and remains almost constant. In contrast to rigid diffusers, the bubble growth 

time is equal to the total bubble formation time (tB = tB,growth). That means there is no time out between 

two bubbles formed successively. When a bubble detaches from a slit of a flexible membrane diffuser, 

a new bubble grows and pushes up the previous one.  

3.6 Bubble coalescence 

Bubble coalescence is a process by which two (or more) gas bubbles in a liquid medium collide and 

form one larger bubble. Firouzi et al. (2015) describes the bubble coalescence in four steps:  
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A) Approaching of two bubbles  

B) Hydrodynamic interaction between the bubbles which can cause deformation on the bubbles  

C) Thinning (or “Drainage”) of the liquid film between the bubbles, which is 200 to 300 nm thick 

D) Rupture of the liquid film at a critical thickness of 10 to 200 nm with subsequent coalescence 

of the bubbles. 

In pure air-water mixture, the step of thinning (step C) is extremely fast and is in the range of 

milliseconds (Zlokarnik 1980; Gnotke 2005). On the other hand, in solutions that tend to foam, the step 

of thinning takes place extremely slowly (Mersmann 2013). The critical film thickness between bubbles 

before coalescence occurs (step D) depends on the concentration of surface-active substances or salts in 

the liquid phase and on the approach speed of both bubbles (Orvalho et al. 2021). If the contact time of 

the bubbles is insufficient and the critical film thickness is not reached, the bubbles do not coalesce. 

A B C D
 

Figure 5: Four steps of bubble coalescence: Approaching of two bubbles (A); Hydrodynamic interactions 

(B); Thinning of liquid film (C); Rupture of the liquid film (D) (Firouzi et al. 2015) 

Studies of bubble size distribution in a bubble swarm which escapes from aeration devices commonly 

used in wastewater treatment show, that coalescence preferably takes place close to the diffusers 

(Hasanen et al. 2006). Often coalescence occurs in a vertical direction of the ascent of the fine bubbles. 

The ascending bubble accelerates a following bubble in its wake, which subsequently collides with the 

first one. That is particularly common when the subsequent bubble is smaller than the first one (Drogaris 

and Weiland 1983).  

The mean bubble size under conventional conditions in clean or tap water (without salt) of fine-bubble 

aeration system is between 2 and 5 mm (Hendricks 2011). Nevertheless, the bubble size is not constant 

along their ascent. The minimum bubble size can be found near to the diffuser (Hasanen et al. 2006). 

Here, bubble size corresponds to the size of bubbles detaching from the diffuser (primary bubbles). 

Then, due to the high bubble density and turbulence near to the diffuser, bubbles coalescence very 

quickly and often several times (Wagner 1992). Bubble density decreases and with it the number of 

bubble collisions and thus the coalescence rate. Due to the change from high bubble density to low 

bubble density, the shape of the bubble swarm escaping from a disc diffuser (see Figure 6) is therefore 

appropriately described as that of an hourglass (Hasanen et al. 2006).  
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Figure 6: Hourglass shape of a bubble swarm 

In tap water with minor salt concentration, the diameter of the primary bubbles has only a minor effect 

on the resulting bubble diameter of the bubbles in the bubble swarm. In coalescence inhibited system 

(e.g. due to increased salt concentration) the diameter of bubbles equals the diameter of primary bubbles 

(Räbiger and Schlüter 2013). Marrucci and Nicodemo (1967) investigated the influence of different salts 

on the coalescence behaviour in a bubble swarm of porous diffusers. They showed that bubbles 

detaching from the distributor always have the same size, irrespective of airflow rate and salt 

concentration. They defined the diameter of the detaching bubbles as quasi-static bubble diameter. By 

increasing the salt concentration, the mean bubble size of the bubble swarm aspired asymptotically to 

the observed quasi-static value, which es exemplary illustrated in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7: Ascent of bubble swarm in coalescing system (left) and coalescence inhibited system (right)  

The opposing process of coalescence is bubble breakup (Wagner 2002). Bubble breakup occurs, if 

available disruptive forces (hydrodynamic forces) overcome the stabilising forces due to surface tension 

and viscosity (Henkel 2010). It only occurs in highly turbulent systems, if the bubble exceeds a critical 

size. In addition, bubble-bubble collision can result in a bubble breakup. This is typically the case in 

coarse bubble aeration systems.  

3.7 Effect of salts on bubble coalescence 

Whether two colliding bubbles coalesce or break up depends on many interfacial forces that become 

significant at small separation distance, such as van der Waals forces, electrostatic and capillary forces. 

Salts and other ingredients of the medium surrounding the bubbles may influence these interactions 

(Wagner 2002). However, although bubble coalescence and its influencing factors have been studied 

and described many times (Craig et al. 1993; Lessard and Zieminski 1971; Prince and Blanch 1990; 

Quinn et al. 2014; Orvalho et al. 2021), the inhibiting effect of salts on bubble coalescence is still not 

well understood. A detailed review of various common theories on this subject is given by Firouzi et al. 

(2015).  

The most likely explanation is the Gibbs-Marangoni effect or Marangoni convection. Due to the rapid 

stretching of the liquid film of salt solution between two bubbles during its thinning and drainage causes 

a non-uniform distribution of ions at the interface (Firouzi et al. (2015). The resulting surface 

concentration gradient leads to a surface tension gradient along the gas-liquid interface. This surface 

tension gradient leads to a mass transfer, also known as Marangoni convection, which opposes the film 

drainage and immobilizes the interface (Gnotke 2005).  

However, Henry et al. (2007) argued that the Marangoni effect alone cannot explain ion-specific 

coalescence inhibition. As alternative mechanism they suggested the ion-specificity and prevention of 
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film rupture owing to the short-range double layer repulsion arising from the location of ions at the 

interface. Nevertheless, it is questionable how is short-ranged and weak electrostatic double-layer 

repulsion can inhibit bubble coalescence at a transition concentration in order of 0.1 M and rupture 

thicknesses of tens of nanometres (Firouzi et al. 2015). 

Craig and Henry (2010) studied the effect of bubble coalescence and concluded that some salt 

combinations have an effect, some not. Based on different ion affinities to the gas-liquid interface, they 

assigned the property α and β to each anion and cation (see Table 3), not to be mistaken with the factors 

used in design of aeration systems. They suggested that α anions and β cations are attracted to the gas-

liquid interface, while α cations and β anions do not. Therefore, salts with ion combination of αα or ββ 

inhibit coalescence whereas salts with αβ or βα ion combination do not affect bubble coalescence.  

Table 3: Effect of selected ion combinations on the inhibition of bubble coalescence (Craig und Henry 

2010) 

Ions Li+ Na+ K+ Cs+ Mg2+ Ca2+ NH4
+ H+ (CH3)NH3

+ (CH3)2NH2
+ (CH3)3NH+ (CH3)4N+ 

Assignment α α α α α α α β β β β β 

OH- α  + +     0     

Cl- α + + +  + +  0 0 0 0 0 

Br- α  + + +    0    0 

NO3
- α + + +   +  0     

SO4
2- α + + +  +   0     

(COO2)2- α   +     0     

IO3
- α  +           

ClO3
- β  0           

ClO4
- β  0   0  0 +     

CH3COO- β  0 0 0 0  0 +    + 

SCN- β  0           

+ = inhibition; 0 = no effect; blank = not determined 

 

3.8 Saline wastewater 

In municipal wastewater the salt concentration is usually below 2.0 g/L. Nevertheless, in some cases the 

salt concentration is increased. In the influent of a municipal WWTP located on the cost of South-China, 

Sander (2018) observed daily fluctuation of conductivity between 1.1 and 7.5 mS/cm. He found that the 

fluctuation correlates with the daily tidal cycle of the nearby sea. His explanation is quite easy: Seawater 

infiltrates into the leaky sewer system and leads to increased sea salt concentration in the municipal 

wastewater. But this is not the only possible way for increased (sea)salt concentration in municipal 

wastewater. Even the global trend towards saving fresh water, e.g. through wastewater reuse or by using 

seawater for toilet flushing, will raise the volume of saline wastewater that needs to be (biologically) 

treated. 

In contrast to municipal wastewater, increased salt concentration is quite common in industrial 

wastewater (Lefebvre and Moletta 2006; Behnisch et al. 2020a). In 2016, the manufacturing industry in 

Germany discharged 4,980 million cubic metres of wastewater (Statistisches Bundesamt 2018). The 

most significant sources of wastewater in industry are chemical synthesis, off-gas treatment, cooling 

water blowdown, backflush of filters and ion exchangers, as well as landfill leachate and rainwater from 

contaminated areas (Canova et al. 2018).  

Some of these wastewater streams are highly contaminated with salts as well as with organic substances. 

For instance, generated wastewater during plastic production such as polycarbonate show high sodium 

chloride concentration of 50 to 100 g NaCl/L (Huber and Rische 2017). Günther et al. (2017) report 

about wastewater from off-gas treatment, which is highly contaminated with various salt types (~ 120 g 

Na2SO4/L and 12 g NaCl/L) and organic contaminants (~ 4,000 mg COD/L). During the production of 
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methylcellulose, concentrations of 80 g NaCl/L are achieved on average in the wastewater generated, 

with very high COD concentrations of about 31,900 mg/L (Sterger and Köppke 2013). These and other 

examples show, that predominantly the salts Na2SO4 or NaCl are present in industrial wastewater.  

All these wastewater streams need to be biologically treated, preferably by activated sludge process as 

it is economic and effective (Engelhart et al. 2020). Therefore, a deeper understanding of the effects of 

increased concentration of different salts and salt mixtures is crucial to enhance the (energy) efficiency 

of aerobic biological wastewater treatment.  

3.9 Influence of salt on activated sludge 

The adaption of microorganisms to saline conditions is designated as halotolerance (Stolz 2017). An 

important criterion in assessing the viability of the microorganisms under saline conditions is the growth 

rate as a function of salt concentration. Microorganisms are not capable to accumulate in the WWTP 

when their growth range does not cover the actual salt concentration in the wastewater (Lay et al. 2010).  

In the literature, there is a distinction between halophilic and halotolerant microorganisms, but this 

distinction is not precise (Lay et al. 2010). True halophilic microorganisms or halophiles 

microorganisms are those that grow in saline environment and require a certain minimum level of salt 

to survive. Halotolerant microorganisms are those that grow better in tap water but tolerate higher salt 

concentrations and can be found in saline environment too. A more detailed definition gives Rodriguez-

Valera et al. (1981). They categorise microorganisms according to the sodium chloride concentration 

that is optimal for growth (see Table 4) 

Table 4: Categories of microorganisms according to the optimal growth range in NaCl (Rodriguez-Valera 

et al. 1981; Lay et al 2010) 

Category NaCl range for optimal growth [g/L] 

Non-halophilic < 10 

Slightly halophilic 10 – 30 

Moderately halophilic 30 – 150 

Extremely halophilic > 150 

The majority of microorganisms that exists in activated sludge of conventional WWTP are non-

halophilic (Woolard and Irvine 1995). These microorganisms are not able to cope with the osmotic stress 

exerted by increased salt concentration. The osmotic stress would cause an outward flow of intracellular 

water, resulting in cell dehydration and finally, plasmolysis and loss of activity of the microorganisms 

(Uygur 2006).  

The ability to deal with osmotic stress by maintaining osmotic balance between the intracellular 

cytoplasm and the increased salt concentration of the environment is therefore an essential attribute of 

the halophilic and halotolerant microorganisms. Two strategies are known to cope with osmotic stress: 

The “Salt-in” strategy involves the accumulation of potassium (K+) and chloride (Cl-) ions within the 

cytoplasm for osmotic balance (Oren 1999). This strategy of osmotic adaption is found to be 

bioenergetically less expensive, but it requires the intracellular enzymatic systems to remain functional 

at high salt concentration. The use of this strategy is therefore confined only to a few specialised groups 

of extreme halophilic microorganisms. Their metabolic processes (i.e. especially their enzymes) are 

adapted to high salt concentration in such a way that their functionality is lost when the salt concentration 

decreases. 
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The other strategy to deal with osmotic stress is known as the “organic-osmolyte” strategy (Lay et al. 

2010). This strategy is more widely used among the larger group of moderately halophilic and 

halotolerant microorganisms. It involves the accumulation of compatible organic osmotic solutes such 

as glycerol, glycine betaine, ecotin and various sugar alcohols and amino acids within the cytoplasm for 

osmotic balance. This mode of osmotic adaption is found to be bioenergetically more expensive, but it 

does not require the intracellular enzymatic systems to adapt to high concentrations of inorganic salts.  

The influence of increased salt concentration on the biological treatment of wastewater is subject of 

numerous scientific publications. In most of the studies a wide range of salt concentrations was 

investigated. Some of the studies were conducted with real wastewater, such as from olive processing 

(Ferrer-Polonio et al. 2015), seafood processing (Moon et al. 2003) or fishing industry (Khannous et al. 

2003). However, most of the studies are conducted with synthetic wastewater. For salting up mostly 

NaCl was used. Only Campos et al. (2002) and Jia et al. (2014) have also investigated the influence of 

other salts than NaCl on the biological treatment process.  

Increased salt concentration affects aerobic biological wastewater treatment in different ways. In the 

following a short summary is given about the impact on treatment performance, the microbial 

community structure, sludge settling behaviour and microbial respiration activity. A more detailed 

review can be found in He et al. (2017) or Lefebvre and Moletta (2006).  

The COD elimination as well as nitrification performance is negatively affected by increased salt 

concentrations, as different experimental studies show (Dinçer and Kargi 2001; Ferrer-Polonio et al. 

2015; Kargi and Dincer 1997; Ng et al. 2005; Panswad and Anan 1999; Wang et al. 2005; Jia et al. 2014; 

Rene et al. 2008). In a comparison of adapted and non-adapted biomass, Panswad and Anan (1999) 

observed a decrease in COD elimination, when the salt concentration was increased to 30 g/L. Thereby 

the adapted biomass shows significantly lower reduction performance than the non-adapted biomass. 

Even after being subject to shock loading of a salt concentration of 70 g/L, the adapted biomass was 

found to be more resistant. Wang et al. (2005) investigated in batch tests the effect of shock loads on the 

total organic carbon (TOC) elimination performance. They observed a decrease of 7 % in TOC 

elimination already at a salt concentration of 2 g/L. A shock load of 5 g/L led to a decrease of 30 %. 

However, the biomass used by Wang et al. (2005) was not adapted to high salt concentrations. Jia et al. 

(2014) increased the concentration of sodium chloride and sodium sulphate up to 30 g/L in each of two 

separately observed sequencing batch reactors (SBR). Up to a salt concentration of about 18 g/L, the 

COD elimination remained almost constant at about 90 %. With a further increase in salt concentration, 

the COD-elimination reduced to 65 %. As the salt concentration was then gradually lowered again, the 

COD-elimination was further reducing to about 45 %. Thereby, they could not observe any difference 

of SBR dosed with NaCl or Na2SO4. 

The effect of increased salt concentration on nitrification is similar. In several cases, a decreasing 

performance could be observed (Bassin et al. 2012; Campos et al. 2002; Moussa et al. 2006; Panswad 

and Anan 1999; Rene et al. 2008; Jia et al. 2014). Some experimental results indicate that ammonium-

oxidizing bacteria are more sensitive to changing salt concentration than nitrite-oxidizing bacteria 

(Moussa et al. 2006; Jia et al. 2014). A difference in effect of the salt type does not seem to exist (Campos 

et al. 2002; Jia et al. 2014). As already the results of salt effect on COD elimination shows, the adapted 

biomass also promises a more stable nitrification performance (Panswad and Anan 1999).  

As clear as the negative effect of increased salinity on COD elimination and nitrification is, as 

ambivalent are the experimental results on the influence on sludge settling properties. Many studies 

report, that sludge settling properties improve with rising salt concentration (Bassin et al. 2012; Campos 

et al. 2002; Ferrer-Polonio et al. 2015; Linarić et al. 2013; Ng et al. 2005; Jia et al. 2014). A possible 

explanation suggested by Linarić et al. (2013) is that the repulsive forces between the predominantly 

negatively charged sludge flocs is overcome by compacting the electrical double layer. Nevertheless, 
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other studies report a negative effect of increased or changing salt concentration on sludge settling 

properties (Lefebvre and Moletta 2006; Kara et al. 2008; He et al. 2017). Jia et al. (2014) could even 

observe both in their SBR treating saline wastewater. With increasing salt concentration, they observed 

a drop in sludge volume index (SVI; mL/g) from 137 mL/g to 71 mL/g. With subsequent decreasing salt 

concentration, the SVI increased to 298 mL/g, and therefore poorer SVI than at the beginning of the 

experiment. Furthermore, they detected sludge bulking. Bassin et al. (2012) increased salt concentration 

in two SBR stepwise over 35 d. They observed a gradual improvement in SVI with rising salt 

concentration, but also a considerable washout of cells and high turbidity in the effluent. Similar 

observations were made by Ferrer-Polonio et al. (2015) and Ng et al. (2005). Using electron microscopy, 

Ng et al. (2005) showed, that the increased turbidity in effluent is caused by undissolved cellular 

components which are released due to plasmolysis of microorganisms. Again, adapted biomass shows 

a better performance. i.e. less turbidity and solids concentration in the effluent, than non-adapted 

biomass (Ferrer-Polonio et al. 2015). A hint how microorganism adapt to the changing salt concentration 

is shown by the experimental results of Jia et al. (2014). They found an increase in extra polymeric 

substances (EPS) in the activated sludge both with increasing and decreasing salt concentration. He et 

al. (2017) suggest that this is a stress mechanism of the activated sludge to adapt to changing 

environmental conditions by producing such substances. These results are of interest for aeration 

research, as these substances are known for inhibiting oxygen transfer (see chapter 3.4.3). 

Increasing salt concentration is also associated with a reduction in the respiratory activity of 

microorganisms (Linarić et al. 2013; Moussa et al. 2006; Wang et al. 2005), whereby no influence of 

the type of salt is recognizable (Campos et al. 2002). Furthermore, most studies report an 

impoverishment of diversity in the biocenosis (Bassin et al. 2012; Moussa et al. 2006; Ng et al. 2005). 

Especially the protozoa population is significantly reduced or even disappear at salt concentration of 

5 g/L or higher (Wang et al. 2016).  

In summary, increased salt concentration in aerobic wastewater treatment affects overall treatment 

performance negatively. Lower organic elimination, poorer nitrification and a change in biocenosis are 

to be expected. Thereby, the degree of the effect is smaller the more adapted the biocenosis is. In 

addition, shock loads and therefore stress for the microorganisms should be avoided. Otherwise, the 

EPS-production increases and cell-plasmolysis occurs. These leads to poorer effluent quality and likely 

to a decreasing oxygen transfer. 
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4.2 Paper I 

Title: Three decades of oxygen transfer tests in clean water in a 

pilot scale test tank with fine-bubble diffusers and the 

resulting conclusions for WWTP operation 

Published: ©IWA Publishing 2020. The definitive peer-reviewed and edited version of this 

article is published in Water Practice and Technology 15(4), 910 – 920, 2020, 

doi:10.2166/wpt.2020.072 and is available at www.iwapublishing.com  

First author: Behnisch, J., M.Sc. 

Co-authors: Schwarz, M., M.Sc. 

Wagner, M., Prof. Dr.-Ing. habil.  

Abstract: We summarized the experience from three decades of oxygen transfer testing 

and aeration research at Technical University of Darmstadt to validate the 

oxygen transfer efficiency of modern fine-bubble diffusers. 306 oxygen transfer 

tests in clean water of 65 different fine-bubble diffusers, carried out in the same 

test tank under identical test conditions, were analyzed and compared with 

previous results. As a result, we could show that the performance of fine-bubble 

aeration systems has increased by 17 % over the last three decades. Therefore, 

modern well designed and operated aeration systems can achieve SSOTE values 

between 8.5 and 9.8 % · m-1. Additionally, a comparison of various diffuser types 

and diffuser densities was done. Based on the new results an exemplary 

cost/benefit analyses for a 100,000 PE WWTP shows the calculation of an 

optimized diffuser density with respect to investment and operating costs. 

Keywords: aeration system, oxygen transfer efficiency, dynamic cost comparison 

calculation 
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4.3 Paper II 

Title: Improving aeration systems in saline water: measurement 

of local bubble size and volumetric mass transfer coefficient 

of conventional membrane diffusers 

Published: ©IWA Publishing 2018. The definitive peer-reviewed and edited version of this 

article is published in Water Science and Technology 78(4), 860 – 867, 2018, 

doi:10.2166/wst.2018.358 and is available at www.iwapublishing.com  

First author: Behnisch, J., M.Sc. 

Co-authors: Ganzauge, A., M.Sc 

Sander, S., Dr.-Ing. 

Herrling, M. P., Dr.-Ing. 

Wagner, M., Prof. Dr.-Ing. habil.  

Abstract: In this study, for the first time, the influence of the design of conventional membrane 

diffusers on the volumetric mass transfer coefficient (kLa) and bubble size in tap water 

(TW) and saline water (SW) was investigated (up to 15 g/L NaCl). By using a new 

analytical approach, kLa and the bubble size along the ascent of the bubble swarm were 

measured simultaneously and in real time. The results show that in TW, after collision 

bubbles merge into larger bubbles by coalescence. In SW, coalescence is inhibited by 

salt. Due to the smaller bubble size, kLa increases to more than double compared to TW. 

The results show that in SW, membrane diffusers with dense slit patterns and smaller 

slit lengths are to be recommended in order to enable improved utilization of oxygen in 

saline water. 

Keywords: Aeration; flexible membrane diffuser; image analysis; oxygen transfer; bubble size 

distribution; volumetric mass transfer coefficient 
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fine-bubble aeration systems 

Published: © 2021 by the authors. Published under the terms and conditions of the Creative 

Commons Attribution (CC BY) license in Water Science and Technology 

83(11), 2778-2792, 2021, doi: 10.2166/wst.2021.185 and is available at 

www.iwapublishing.com  

First author: Behnisch, J., M.Sc. 

Co-authors: Schwarz, M., M.Sc. 

Trippel, J., M.Sc. 

Engelhart, M., Prof. Dr.-Ing. 

Wagner, M., Prof. Dr.-Ing. habil.  

Abstract: The objective of the present study is to investigate the different effects on the 

oxygen transfer of fine-bubble aeration systems in saline water. Compared to tap 

water, oxygen transfer increases due to the inhibition of bubble coalescence. In 

Part I of the present study, we investigated in lab-scale experiments the effect of 

design of diffuser membrane. The objective of Part II is the assessment of effects 

of different salts, diffuser type and diffuser density. We measured the 

concentration of various salts (MgCl2; CaCl2; Na2SO4; NaCl; KCl) above 

which coalescence is fully inhibited and oxygen transfer reaches its maximum 

(referred to as the critical coalescence concentration; CCC). For this purpose, we 

developed a new analytical approach, which enables to investigate the 

coalescence behaviour of any aeration system and (mixed) salt solution quickly 

and easily by evaluating the results of oxygen transfer tests. To investigate the 

transferability to large scale and the effect of diffuser type and density, we 

repeated lab-scale experiments in a 17,100 L pilot scale test tank and carried out 

additional tests with tube and plate diffusers at different diffuser densities. The 

results show, that despite the higher pressure drop, diffusers with dense slit 

density and smaller slits are to be recommended in order to improve efficiency 

of aeration systems in saline water. 

Keywords: Critical Coalescence Concentration; Transition Concentration; SSOTE; SAE; 

flexible membrane diffuser 
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Introduction 

Today, in biological wastewater treatment plants, mainly fine-bubble aeration systems are used to satisfy 

the oxygen demand of microorganisms in activated sludge (Wagner and Stenstrom 2014). Air is 

introduced via diffusers installed at the bottom of the aeration tank. From the rising air bubbles, the 

oxygen is transferred to the liquid phase. There are different diffuser types available (Discs, Plates, 

Tubes) made out of various materials. Oxygen transfer from ascending air bubbles to the liquid phase is 

described by the volumetric mass transfer coefficient (kLa), which represents the product of the liquid-

side mass transfer coefficient (kL) and the liquid/gas interfacial area (a). The kLa mainly depends on 

water quality parameters (e.g. salt concentration, temperature) and diffuser design. Today, mainly some 

industrial wastewaters show increased salt concentration (Lefebvre and Moletta 2006; He et. al. 2017). 

Nevertheless, the global trend towards saving fresh water, e.g. through (industrial)-wastewater reuse or 

by using seawater for toilet flushing (Sander 2018), will raise the volume of saline wastewater that needs 

to be (biologically) treated. Depending on the origin of the wastewater, the dissolved salt and salt 

mixture will change. Therefore, a deeper understanding of the effects of increased concentration of 

different salts and salt mixtures is crucial to enhance the (energy) efficiency of aerobic biological 

wastewater treatment.  

For fine-bubble aeration systems, increased salt concentration (cSalt) reduces kL, but increases a due to 

the inhibition of bubble coalescence. The increase is enough resulting in a net increase of kLa (Baz-

Rodríguez et al. 2014). The increase of kLa in saline water (SW) is described by the fS value, which is 

the ratio between kLa in SW to kLa in tap water (TW). In Part I of the present work, we could show in 

lab-scale experiments with different conventional disc diffusers by combining bubble size measurement 

and oxygen transfer tests, that the length and density of the slits in the diffuser membrane influences fS 

(Behnisch et al. 2018). In this case, the smaller the bubbles detaching from the diffuser (primary bubbles) 

the higher is fS. Early 1980s, Zlokarnik (1980) investigated the coalescence behaviour of different 

aeration devices commonly used at that time. He also concluded that the more the coalescence is 

inhibited, the more advantageous it is to use aeration devices, which produce small primary bubbles. 

Sander et al. (2017) carried out oxygen transfer tests at varying sea salt concentrations with disc diffusers 

in a pilot-scale test tank. They found the simple relationship fS = k · cSalt + 1, whereby k mainly depends 

on the airflow rate per disc diffuser. Nevertheless, fS does not increase infinitely. At a certain cSalt the 

coalescence is completely inhibited and fS reaches its maximum (fS,max). This concentration is called the 

critical coalescence concentration (CCC) and is specific for each salt(solution) and bubble formation 

system (Cho and Laskowski 2002; Firouzi et al. 2015).  

Sovechles and Waters (2015) as well as Quinn et al. (2014) determined CCC of varying salts in a lab-

scale flotation cell by measuring the bubble size (given as Sauter mean diameter (d32)) via image 

analyses of the bubble swarm at different cSalt. Due to the inhibition of bubble coalescence with 

increasing cSalt, d32 decreases linearly (Zone 1) up to CCC (Grau et al. 2005). Here (Zone 2), d32 reached 

its minimum (d32,min), called quasi-static-bubble diameter or initial bubble diameter (Marrucci and 

Nicodemo 1967; Sovechles and Waters 2015). According to Grau et al. (2005), the point at which the 

fitted lines for Zone 1 and Zone 2 meet defines the CCC.  

There are other methods to investigate the coalescence of a system than with image analyses. Craig et 

al. (1993) measured the coalescence by detecting the change of light intensity from an expanded beam 

of light, which was passed through the bubble swarm produced by a sinter at the base of the transparent 

test column. Prince and Blanch (1990) used a model-based approach to predict CCC for different salts 

using test results of Marrucci and Nicodemo (1967) and Lessard and Zieminski (1971). While Marrucci 

and Nicodemo (1967) also applied image analyses to determine the bubble size in a bubble swarm 

produced by a bronze porous plate, Lessard and Zieminski (1971) observed bubble pairs detaching at 
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the end of two adjacent capillaries. Similar to CCC, some researchers also use the transition 

concentration (TCX) to quantify the grade of decrease of bubble size with increasing cSalt. The index X 

indicates the grade at which the bubbles size reduces X % from that in pure water to the constant bubble 

size at high salt concentration. Accordingly, TC100 and CCC are synonymous (Sovechles and Waters 

2015). Currently, there is no definitive agreement in explaining the inhibiting effect of salts on bubble 

coalescence. Firouzi et al. (2015) gives a detailed review of all proposed theories, which include 

colloidal forces, gas solubility, Gibbs-Marangoni effect, surface rheology and ion specific effects. 

Experiments show that bubble formation as well as bubble size affect CCC (Firouzi et al. 2015; Sander 

2018). Since the bubbles in a flotation cell as used by Sovechles and Waters (2015), are very small and 

are formed by cavitation and not by a diffuser, the validity of the results for fine-bubble diffusers is 

questionable. Furthermore, to investigate the influence of salt on oxygen transfer, previous studies used 

only disc diffusers (Sander et al. 2017; Behnisch et al. 2018) or porous plates and frits (Marrucci and 

Nicodemo 1967; Zlokarnik 1980), which are no longer used today for wastewater treatment. 

Additionally, only the influence of NaCl and sea salt has been investigated so far.  

Therefore, we determined for the first time CCC for different salts with conventional fine-bubble 

diffusers. Because measuring bubble size in a bubble swarm is laborious, we transferred the method of 

Grau et al. (2005) for determining CCC to our results of oxygen transfer tests. To do so, we took 

advantage of the fact that fS behaves similarly to d32 with increasing cSalt, only with reversed sign. The fS 

value increases linearly instead of a linear decrease in d32. In order to investigate the transferability of 

the results to large scale as well as the influence of the diffuser type and diffuser density on fS, we also 

carried out oxygen transfer tests with disc, tube and plate diffusers in a 17,100 L fully glazed steal frame 

tank at cSalt between 0 and 20 g/L NaCl. Finally, we show the large improvement of aeration in SW by 

comparing specific standard oxygen transfer efficiency (SSOTE) and standard aeration efficiency (SAE) 

with TW conditions, and give some additional design considerations. 

Material and Methods 

Membrane diffusers  

Six different conventional membrane diffusers (2 disc diffusers, 2 plate diffusers, 2 tube diffusers) with 

different slit densities (SD) and slit lengths (dS) were used (Table 7). SD is defined as the number of slits 

relative to the active (perforated) membrane area (AA). Tube diffusers used here, perforation is only on 

the side of the diffuser and top and bottom are not perforated (Figure 18). For plates and discs AA is 

similar to the projected media surface area (AP). Depending on the percentage of perforated membrane 

area, for tube diffusers applies AA >> AP. According to Behnisch et al. (2020), diffuser density (DD) is 

the total membrane area (including unperforated area) divided by area of the tank floor. 
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Table 7: Properties of the tested diffusers 

Name Material AA [cm²] 

per diffuser 

AP [cm²] 

per diffuser 

dS 

[mm] 

PR/dS 

[-] 

PS/dS 

[-] 

SD 

[slits/cm²] 

slits per diffuser 

 [-] 

qA,XXX 

operation 

range 

Disc 1 EPDM 324  550 0.75 4.07 2.15 15.5 5,028 1.5 – 8.0a  

Disc 2 EPDM 306 550 1.25 2.44 1.80 10.0 3,063 1.5 – 8.0a 

Plate 1 EPDM 1,867 2,000 0.7 14.3 14.3 0.88 1,636 1.0 – 3.0b 

Plate 2 EPDM 1,867 2,000 1.2 2.50 3.75 5.5 10,285 25.0 – 35.0b 

Tube 1 Silicon 1,450 665 0.6 3.30 3.33 14.5 21,031 1.0 – 6.0c 

Tube 2 Silicon 1,450 665 1.2 1.70 2.08 11.3 16,317 4.0 – 8.0c 

EPDM: Ethylene-Propylene-Dien-Terpolymere; AA: active (perforated) membrane area per diffuser; AP: projected media surface area per 

diffuser; dS: slit length; PR: distance between rows; PS: distance between slits; SD: slit density 

Operation range given by manufacturer in: aqA,Disc in (m³/h/disc); b qA,Plate in (m³/h/plate); c qA,Tube in (m³/h/m) 

 

Tube diffuser

Bottleneck

Bubble plume

Disc diffuser 
(top view)

Disc diffuser 
(side view)

Active (perforated) 

membran area

Plate diffuser

Slit with slit 

length (dS)

distance between 

rows (PR)

distance between 

slits (PS)

Slit with slit 

length (dS)

distance between 

rows (PR)

distance between 

slits (PS)

Design properties of 

diffuser membrane

26.5 cm

7.0 cm

18 cm

 

Figure 18: Schematic representation of the tested diffuser types and the definition of parameters of 

membrane design 

Measuring salt concentration (cSalt) 

Determining the exact salt concentration during the tests, especially in the large pilot scale test tank, 

faced us with some challenges. Large amounts of salt were needed to achieve the desired concentrations 

(up to 342 kg for a single test). Additionally, the tests for each salt or diffuser type required several days 

and a regular addition of TW was necessary to compensate evaporation losses. To ensure constant 

experimental conditions, an on-line measurement of salinity was necessary. Therefore, we decided to 

apply a method commonly used in environmental technology and determined cSalt by measuring the 

conductivity (EC) on-site standardized at 20 °C water temperature with standard conductivity cell 

(TetraCon® 324, WTW, Germany).  
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The correlation between EC and cSalt is usually expressed by a simple linear equation: cSalt = t · EC. 

However, the relationship between EC and cSalt is not always linear and depends on the activity of 

specific dissolved ions, ionic strength (IS) and the average activity of all ions in the liquid (Rusydi 2018). 

Therefore, before starting oxygen transfer tests, we measured EC of salt solutions with known 

concentration in a 500 mL beaker. Our results show, that the relationship in the chosen concentration 

ranges is always linear. This can be seen, for example, in the calibration line for MgCl2 in Figure 19-A. 

Therefore, the calibration line is given by the following formula: EC = b1 · cSalt + b0, being b0 the EC of 

TW. In all our tests, EC of TW was 0.7 mS/cm. With the known calibration lines, we were able to 

calculate the salt concentration by measuring EC on site during oxygen transfer tests. When measuring 

EC in aerated tanks, care must be taken since air bubbles can lead to incorrect measurements. 

  
  

Figure 19: Measuring CCC: calibration line for calculating MgCl2 concentration by measuring conductivity 

(A); determining CCC of MgCl2 by oxygen transfer test results in lab scale experiments (B) 

Measuring CCC with oxygen transfer tests in lab-scale experiments  

To measure CCC for different salts oxygen transfer tests were performed with Disc 1 in a rectangular 

tank (0.5 m x 0.5 m) with a water depth of 1.0 m, using the pure oxygen desorption method according 

to EN 12255-15. With this method, the oxygen concentration is increased 15 – 20 mg/L beyond the 

oxygen saturation concentration by aerating with pure oxygen gas or oxygen enriched air (Wagner et al. 

1998). By switching to aeration with ambient air, the oxygen concentration starts to decreases again 

until the saturation concentration is reached. From the curve of decreasing oxygen concentration, the 

kLa for a specific water temperature (T) is calculated (kLaT) by nonlinear regression. Four 

electrochemical oxygen probes (Oxymax COS51D, Endress + Hauser, Germany) were installed to 

record dissolved oxygen concentration. Finally, the kLa was standardized to 20 °C (kLa20) according to 

the equation: kLa20 = kLaT·1.024(20-T).  

Tests were performed at different airflow rates (2.0, 3.5 and 4.5 m³/h) and salt concentrations. The 

airflow rate was measured at standard temperature and pressure (0 °C; 101.3 kPa; 0 % humidity) with a 

thermal flow sensor (TA16, Hoentzsch, Germany). The d32,min was only measured during tests with NaCl 

by image analyses (Behnisch et al. 2018). Several experiments show that regardless of salt type the 

minimum bubble size is always the same (Lessard and Zieminski 1971; Quinn et al. 2014).The first test 

was carried out in TW; then salt was added.  

Figure 19-B shows how CCC was determined using the example of test results with MgCl2. According 

to the method we adapted from Grau et al. (2005), the CCC results from intersection of fitted lines of 
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Zone 1 (linear increase of fS) and Zone 2 (constant fS at fS,max). Accordingly, CCC for MgCl2 (CCCMgCl2) 

is 0.065 mol/L or 6.2 g/L. To verify the reproducibility of the measurement, we repeated the experiment 

with a new disc diffuser of the same design. In the second run, we measured an CCC of 0.061 mol/L or 

5.8 g/L, which represents an deviation of 6 %. Therefore, the reproducibility of the results are good. 

Oxygen Transfer tests in Pilot Scale Test Tank  

The Pilot Scale Test Tank is a fully glazed steal frame tank (L/W/H = 3.0 m/1.5 m/4.0 m) with a water 

level of 3.8 m, yielding a water volume of 17.1 m³. Ten test series with different diffuser types (Figure 

18) and diffuser densities were carried out in the test tank. Therefore, 32 or 6 disc diffusers, 10 or 6 tube 

diffusers and 4 plate diffusers were installed in the glass tank, respectively. Diffuser depth of 

submergence is on average 3.65 m and varies negligibly between the individual diffusers.  

The oxygen transfer was measured as before in the lab-scale experiments by using the desorption method 

according to EN 12255-15. As before during lab-scale experiments, dissolved oxygen in water is 

measured using four electrochemical oxygen probes (Oxymax COS51D, Endress + Hauser, Germany) 

installed at different positions in the test tank. The compressed air is produced by means of a positive 

displacement blower (GMA 10.0, Aerzener Machine Factory, Germany). To measure the airflow rate 

precisely, a calibrated rotary-piston gas meter (Aerzener G 65, type ZB 039.0, Aerzener Machine 

Factory, Germany) with manometer and thermometer was installed downstream of the blower. The 

airflow rate (QA) was normalized at standard temperature and pressure conditions (0 °C; 101.3 kPa; 0 % 

humidity). QA is indicated per aerated tank volume (QA,VAT = QA · (tank volume)-1), per disc diffuser 

(qA,Disc = QA · (number of disc diffusers)-1), per plate diffuser (qA,plate = QA · (number of plate diffusers)-1), 

per length of tube diffuser (qA,tube = QA · (number of tube diffusers · length of single tube diffuser)-1) or 

per slit of diffuser membrane (qA,slit = QA · (number of diffusers · slits per diffuser)-1).  

Tests were performed at different airflow rates and NaCl-concentration (cNaCl). The airflow rate set 

during the tests depends on operational range of diffuser specified by the manufacturer and the capacity 

of the blower. As described before, cNaCl was calculated by measuring EC. Also, the standard oxygen 

transfer rate per aerated tank volume (SOTRVAT = SOTR · (aerated tank volume)-1) was calculated, being 

SOTR the standard oxygen transfer rate normalized to 20 °C water temperature and atmospheric pressure 

of 101.3 kPa (EN 12255-15). Here it must be noted, that the solubility of oxygen (cS) decreases with 

increasing cSalt. The oxygen saturation concentration for different temperatures and salt concentrations 

can be taken from tables, to be found e.g. in ISO 5814. According to ASCE/EWRI 18-18, cS in SW 

(cS,SW) can also be estimated with known cS in TW (cS,TW) and cSalt (in g/L) as follows: cS,SW = (1.0 – 0.01 

· cSalt) · cS,TW. However, when comparing cS,SW calculated according to the given formula and the 

tabulated values, we found an increasing deviation with increasing cSalt (see Annex 1). Therefore, we 

have adjusted the formula to calculate cS,SW as follows: cS,SW = (1.0 – 0.0059 · cSalt) · cS,TW.  

Results and Discussion 

Lab-scale experiments  

In Table 8 determined dependencies between EC and salt concentration are listed. The coefficients of 

determination (R²) close to 1.0 prove the linear dependence between EC and cSalt within the chosen 

concentration range up to maximum selected salt concentration (cmax). As previously mentioned, the 

relationship is influenced by many factors, and therefore the equations shown here are only valid in TW 

for the specified concentration ranges. To calculate the salt concentration in solutions with other 

background contamination (i.e. dissolved substances other than the salt to be measured), the equation 

may have to be adapted.  
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Table 8:  Determined dependencies between EC and salt concentration EC = b1 · cSalt + b0 

Salt Manufacturer Assay b1 b0 R² n cmax  

  [%] [(mS · L)/  

(cm · mol)] 
[mS/cm] [-] [-] [mol/L] [g/L] 

MgCl2 Zschirmer & Schwarz 

GmbH 

94.5  210 0.7 1.00 7 0.12 11.4 

NaCl Carl Roth GmbH 99.5  98 0.7 1.00 8 0.35 20.6 

KCl Merck KGaA 99.5  119 0.7 1.00 12 0.53 39.9 

CaCl2 Zschirmer & Schwarz 

GmbH 

94.0  172 0.7 0.99 8 0.26 28.9 

Na2SO4 Zschirmer & Schwarz 

GmbH 

99.5  139 0.7 0.98 8 0.36 51.0 

EC: conductivity (mS/cm); cSalt: salt concentration (mol/L); n: number of measuring points; cmax: Maximum salt 

concentration at which EC was determined (mol/L or g/L) 

Results in Table 9 summarize the determined CCC for different salts together with values given in 

literature supplemented by information of observed d32,min, test setup and measurement method of 

coalescence. Regardless of salt type, fS,max reached during CCC measurement varied marginally and was 

on average 2.2. This confirms several experimental studies (Lessard and Zieminski 1971; Quinn et al. 

2014), which show that in coalescence inhibited systems kLa and bubble size reach a fixed value 

regardless of salt type. During the tests of Sander et al. (2017), the bubble size was not measured and is 

therefore not available (n.a.). However, since similar fine-bubble diffusers were used, we can assume 

that similar bubble sizes were achieved as in our tests. 
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A direct comparison of the CCC reported in the different papers is not possible due to the different 

measurement methods and test conditions. Nevertheless, some tendencies can be identified. For 

example, with the exception of Na2SO4, the CCCs reported by other authors are higher than our results. 

Only the CCC determined by Prince and Blanch (1990) are lower, except for KCl. A possible correlation 

can be seen here with the observed bubble size, which is larger in the case of Prince and Blanch (1990) 

and smaller in the case of the other papers than in our own experiments. Already Firouzi et al. (2015) 

and Sander (2018) showed, that the smaller the bubbles the higher the CCC of a salt. If only the CCC 

are considered as the molar concentration (i.e., in mol/L) of the salts investigated in all the different 

studies, the following order emerges for most of the studies reported here: 

MgCl2 < CaCl2 < Na2SO4 < NaCl < KCl 

Already Sovechles and Waters (2015) showed that CCC decreases for salts containing multivalent ions. 

While 1:1 (cation:anion charge) salts had the highest CCC; 1:2 and 2:1 salts had intermediate CCC; and 

2:2, 3:1 and 3:2 salts had the smallest CCC. Therefore, they try to describe the inhibition of coalescence 

by salt (and multicomponent salt solutions) by calculating IS. In analogy to CCC, they postulated that 

coalescence is completely inhibited in their flotation cell when IS = 0.28, which they called Critical-

Coalescence Ionic Strength (CCIS). To verify this, all results in Table 9 were supplemented by the IS 

we calculated. IS-values of salt solution by Prince and Blanch (1990) varies between 0.13 and 0.62. Also 

for our test results IS fluctuates between 0.18 and 0.27. This variation is very large, which is why we 

cannot confirm the approach postulated by Sovechles and Waters (2015) to describe coalescence 

inhibition by determining the IS. Indeed, the CCC must be determined for each new (bubble formation) 

aeration system individually. 

So even if the absolute values of the determined CCC do not match those from the literature, which is 

due to the different bubble size, it can still be said that they are in a specific order relative to each other, 

independent of the aeration system and the measurement method. The validity of the determined CCC 

and thus of the new measurement method is therefore given. 

Experiments in Pilot Scale Test Tank 

In the following, first we will present the results of the tests in the pilot scale test tank for each individual 

diffuser type. Then we try to consider all the results together and discuss the different effects on fS more 

in detail. At the end, we will discuss other parameters that have to be taken into account in design of 

aeration systems in SW in addition to kLa (or fS). 

Results from disc diffuser 

In Figure 20 fS-values from test series with disc diffusers are plotted against cNaCL for different airflow 

rates together with the results from lab-scale experiments described in Part I of the present paper 

(Behnisch et al. 2018). For Disc 1 fS increases up to 10 g/L NaCl, which corresponds to the CCC of 

NaCl (CCCNaCl) previously determined in the lab-scale experiments. Then fS reaches its peak value 

(fS,max). The same is true for Disc 2, although the transition point from Zone 1 (linear increase) to Zone 

2 (constant value) is not as obvious as with Disc 1. The pilot-scale experiments show, that for both disc 

diffusers, the level of fS,max is strongly dependent on qA,Disc. The highest fS values could be reached in the 

middle of the operation range (3.0 – 4.0 Nm³/h per diffuser) given by the diffuser manufacturer (1.5 – 

8.0 Nm³/h per diffuser) which corresponds to the results of Sander et al. (2017). In case of Disc 2 at very 

low qA,Disc of 0.2 m³/h/disc (Figure 20-D), fS is only about 1.0. This means that no salt effect can be 

observed at such low qA,Disc values. The reason for this will discussed below in the present paper, when 

discussing the influence of airflow rate on fS.  

Comparing the results of both disc diffusers show, that higher fs,max values were reached with Disc 1 than 

with Disc 2. Considering the results when the full range of airflow rate was tested (Figure 20-A and 3-
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B), mean fS,max of Disc 1 (2.0) is 10 % higher than of Disc 2 (1.8). In comparison, kLa20-values in TW are 

in a comparable range for both diffusers (Annex 2). This confirms the results of previous lab-scale 

experiments with similar disc diffusers (Behnisch et al. 2018). Accordingly, higher fS values could be 

reached with smaller slit lengths (Disc 1 superior to Disc 2). Nevertheless, the effect of airflow rate on 

fS was not as obvious as in the experiments conducted in the pilot scale test tank, because of the limited 

blower capacity and reactor volume during the lab scale experiments. Consequently, a scale effect has 

to be taken into account in order to obtain adequate results during measurement of oxygen transfer in 

SW. A sufficient reactor volume as well as blower capacity is necessary, to ensure that the full range of 

airflow rate of diffusers can be set during the tests. If only two diffusers have to be compared relative to 

each other, a small reactor is sufficient, whereby the test conditions must be identical. 

If both the fS value and the kLa value rises, so does the SOTRVAT. While in TW there is a linear relationship 

between SOTRVAT and QA,VAT (Behnisch et al. 2020), this is not the case in SW due to the dependence of 

fS (or kLa) on qA,Disc. At a salt concentration of 12 g/L NaCl and a QA,VAT = 1 Nm³/m³/h, almost similar 

SOTRVAT of 123 g/m³/h and 132 g/m³/h could be achieved with 6 and 32 Disc 1 diffusers respectively. 

This represents an increase of 24 % (99 g/m³/h) and 45 % (91 g/m³/h) compared to 6 and 32 Disc 2 

diffusers respectively. Compared to SOTRVAT in TW it is an increase of 105 % (6 Diffusers: 60 g/m³/h) 

or 60 % (32 Diffusers: 84 g/m³/h). The results show, that due to the influence of qA,Disc on fS, it is possible 

that in SW with the same QA,VAT but different number of diffusers, due to the higher fS-value (or kLa) 

similar or even more oxygen can be transferred at low than at high diffuser density. 
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Figure 20: fS-values as function of cNaCl from disc diffusers for different qA,Disc and qA,Slit supplemented by 

results of lab-scale experiments described in Part I of the present paper 

Results from plate diffuser 

In Figure 21 fS-values from test series with plate diffusers are plotted against cNaCl for different airflow 

rates. Unexpectedly there are big differences compared to the results of the disc diffusers. For Plate 1 

(Figure 21-A) fS increases up to a concentration of 5 g/L NaCl, which is quite lower than the measured 

CCCNaCl in lab-scale experiments. Furthermore, the measured fS,max for Plate 1 is lower than for Plate 2 

(Figure 21-B), even though Plate 1 has smaller slits. In comparison, kLa20-values in TW are in a 

comparable range for both diffusers (Annex 3). In addition, the clear dependency between airflow rate 
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and fS observed for the disc diffusers cannot be observed for Plate 1, in contrast to Plate 2 (see Figure 

21-B). Here, the fS-value increases with increasing airflow rate without reaching a noticeable peak, 

which is consistent with the results of the tests with 32 disc diffusers. However, as before with the disc 

diffusers, the operational range for Plate 2 (25 – 35 m³/h/plate) specified by manufacturer was not fully 

reached due to the limited blower capacity. Therefore, it can be expected, similar to the tests with the 

32 disc diffusers, that with increasing airflow rate fS would first increase further, reach a maximum and 

then decrease again. If the fS value is plotted against the airflow rate, this is confirmed, as we will show 

below.  
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Figure 21: fS-values as function of cNaCl from plate diffusers for different qA,Plate and qA,Slit 

Results from tube diffuser 

In Figure 22 fS-values from test series with tube diffusers are plotted against cNaCl for different airflow 

rates. For both tube diffusers, fS increases up to 10 g/L NaCl as with the disc diffusers until fS,max is 

reached. Therefore, the results confirm the CCCNaCl determined in the lab-scale experiments once again. 

The present data show that the average fS,max of Tube 1 (2.1) is 10 % higher than that of Tube 2 (1.9), 

regardless of the number of installed diffusers. No effect of the number of installed diffusers (or diffuser 

density) on fS in case of tube diffusers was detected. In comparison, kLa20-values in TW are comparable 

for both diffusers (Annex 4). Thus, the higher fS values could be reached with the diffusers with smaller 

slits, which corresponds to the results of disc diffusers.  

At a salt concentration of 13 g/L NaCl and a QA,VAT = 1 Nm3/m3/h, a SOTRVAT of 156 and 182 g/m³/h 

could be achieved with 6 and 10 Tube 1 diffusers respectively. This corresponds to an increase by 7 % 

(146 g/m³/h) and 9 % (167 g/m³/h) using Tube 2 diffusers. Compared to SOTRVAT in TW it is an increase 

of 79 % (6 tube diffusers: 87 g/m³/h) and 84 % (10 tube diffusers: 99 g/m³/h). Therefore, for tube 

diffusers SOTRVAT can always be increased by a higher number of installed diffusers independent of 

qA,tube. However, as in TW, it is expected that the increase of SOTRVAT is minimal when DD exceeds a 

specific value. Behnisch et al. (2020) observed in TW only minor improvement in oxygen transfer for 

tube diffusers, when DD exceeds 35 %.  
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Figure 22: fS-values as function of cNaCl from tube diffusers for different qA,Tube and qA,Slit 

Dependency of fS on airflow rate 

To illustrate the dependency of fS,max and airflow rate for the different diffuser types, fS as a function of 

the airflow rate is plotted in Figure 23. For a simplified presentation, only results of measurements are 

shown, where cNaCl is higher than CCCNaCl and fS is constant. The airflow rate is given as the airflow rate 

per slit and slit length (qA,dS = qA,Slit · (dS)-1). This enables a comparison between the different diffusers, 

which have different membrane design properties (i.e. dS, SD, number of slits). It should be noted, 

however, that this does not take into account the elasticity of the slits, which expand depending on 

different material properties of the membrane (e.g. deflection, flexibility, thickness) with increasing 

qA,Slit (Loubière and Hébrard 2003). However, the expansion is very small despite high airflow rates as 

shown in experiments with multi orifice diffuser membranes (Painmanakul et al. 2004). Therefore, the 

expansion of the slits with rising airflow rate is ignored here.  

Figure 23 illustrates the difference between the individual diffusers. While for tube diffusers qA,dS is very 

low (0.1 - 0.5 dm³/h/mm) and for disc diffusers and Plate 2 moderate (up to 2 dm³/h/mm), qA,dS for Plate 

1 is very high (1.7 - 9 dm³/h/mm). The reason for this is the combination of very low number of slits of 

Plate 1 (low SD) with relatively high qA,Plate values. Therefore, for a better illustration of the results of 

the tube and disc diffusers as well as Plate 2 diffuser, in Figure 23 the range qA,dS from 0 to 2 dm³/h/mm 

is shown enlarged.  
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Figure 23: fS-value as a function of the airflow rate per slit and slit length (qA,dS) for different diffuser types 

and cNaCl > CCCNaCl  

As mentioned before, Figure 23 shows, that there is no dependency between fS and airflow rate for tube 

diffusers within the considered range of airflow rate. A slight effect on fS can be seen for Plate 1. In 

contrast, the effect is very strong for disc diffusers and Plate 2. For both disc diffusers as well as for 

Plate 2, the highest fS values were reached at ~1 dm³/h/mm. If the airflow rate changes, fS decreases 

again. Sander et al. (2017) attribute the dependency between fS-value and airflow rate to the fact, that at 

low airflow rates, coalescence also occurs less frequently in TW because of the isolated bubble rise 

behaviour. Baz-Rodríguez et al. (2014) also observed no dependence between kLa and cSalt, when gas 

hold-up or airflow rate is very low and the bubbles are relatively far from each other. The decrease of fS 

at very high airflow rates is explained by an increase in initial bubble size (Sander et al. 2017). Several 

experiments show, that the initial bubble size increases with rising airflow rate (Loubière and Hébrard 

2003; Painmanakul et al. 2004; Hasanen et al. 2006). Since the bubble size remains constant during the 

entire ascent in a coalescence inhibited system (Baz-Rodríguez et al. 2014; Behnisch et al. 2018), the 

oxygen transfer and thus fS decreases.  

When looking at the results of Plate 1, it has to be taken into account, that the SD of Plate 1 is very low 

(0.88 slits per cm²) compared to Plate 2 (5.5 slits per cm²) and Disc 1 and Disc 2 (15.5 and 10 slits per 

cm²). This results in distances between the slits (PR/dS and PS/dS; see Table 7) being up to nine times 

larger than for the other diffuser types. To prevent coalescence close to the diffuser (in TW), 

Painmanakul et al. (2004) recommend a distance between the slits in relation to the bubble size of 1.0 

(i.e. PR/d32,min and PS/d32,min > 1.0). The d32,min value of Plate 1 was not measured. If we assume a d32,min 

between 1 and 2 mm, this ratio will be exceeded by more than four to nine times in case of Plate 1. 

Therefore, no or less coalescence occurs also in TW. In addition, qA,dS increases very rapidly with 

increasing qA,Plate and so does the initial bubble size. Both effects lead to the fact that the coalescence 

behaviour as well as the bubble size distribution might differ fundamentally from the other diffusers. 

However, the slight influence of airflow rate on fS for Plate 1 and the lower CCC cannot be explained 

finally on the basis of the present results. Therefore, further experiments are necessary. 

For the missing dependency of fS on airflow rate for tube diffusers, there are in our opinion three possible 

explanations, which we will discuss in more detail below: 

• The material: Unlike the plate and disc diffusers made of EPDM, the tube diffusers are made of 

silicon. However, the material properties only influence the initial bubble size (Loubière and 
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Hébrard 2003) but should not affect the coalescence behaviour of the rising bubble. Hence, the 

missing dependency of fS values on airflow rate cannot be explained by the membrane material. 

• Low qA,dS values: The number of slits per tube diffuser is much higher than for the other two 

diffuser types. Therefore, maximum qA,dS for tube diffusers (0.49 dm³/h/mm) is very low 

compared to disc diffusers (1.9 dm³/h/mm) and Plate 2 diffuser (1.6 dm³/h/mm). Initial bubble 

size should therefore change only slightly. The decrease of fS observed for disc diffusers and 

Plate 2 with increasing airflow rate is therefore missing. In contrast to the maximum qA,dS, the 

achieved minimum qA,dS compares well with values for disc and tube diffusers (~ 0.14 

dm³/h/mm). The missing decrease of fS with decreasing airflow rate can therefore not be 

explained by different qA,dS values.  

• The coalescence behaviour: As described previously, for disc diffusers fS decreases at low 

airflow rates because coalescence also occurs less frequently in TW due to the isolated bubble 

rise behaviour. The slits of tube diffusers are on the side of the diffuser and therefore the bubble 

formation occurs tangentially to the diffuser membrane and not vertically, as for disc and plate 

diffusers. Furthermore, this arrangement of the slits makes the cross-section of the assumed flow 

channel along the rising bubble swarm much thinner than with disc and plate diffusers (Figure 

18). While the cross section of the flow channel for discs and plates roughly corresponds to the 

perforated membrane area, this is not the case for tubes. Here, the cross section of the flow 

channel corresponds to the projected surface area of the tube diffuser (AP = 665 cm² per 

diffuser), which is much smaller than the active (perforated) membrane area (AA = 1,450 cm² 

per diffuser). If the number of slits is related to AP of the tube diffuser, the resulting quasi-slit-

densities (26 and 33 slits/cm²) are more than twice as high as the SD of disc and plate diffusers. 

Therefore, it is obvious that for tube diffusers, even at relatively low airflow rates, the bubbles 

do not ascent isolated and coalescence continuously in TW. This results in high fS values even 

at low airflow rates.  

Dependency of fS on diffuser density 

After discussing the effect of airflow rate on fS, we check if there is any influence of the number of 

installed diffusers (or DD) on fS. According to results from Figure 22-A and Figure 22-C as well as 

Figure 22-B and Figure 22-D there is no effect of the number of installed diffusers on fS in case of tube 

diffusers. Regardless of the number of installed diffusers, the same fS,max was achieved as CCCNaCl was 

reached. In case of disc diffusers, a comparison between the different diffuser densities is more difficult, 

because of the overlapping influence of the airflow rate. Considering individual results of the disc 

diffusers in Figure 23, the same fS could be achieved with both 6 and 32 disc diffusers for the same disc 

diffuser and the same qA,dS (or qA,Disc = (qA,dS) · dS · slits per diffuser). Hence, for 32 disc diffusers, the 

increase of fS with increasing qA,dS is identical to that for 6 disc diffusers. Due to the high number of 

diffusers and limited blower capacity, the range of tested airflow rate with 32 disc diffusers is 

significantly below the tests with 6 disc diffusers or the given specified operating range from 

manufacturers. If qA,dS and qA,Disc continue to increase, a similar dependency between fS and qA,dS (or 

qA,Disc) will most likely result as was shown for the tests with 6 disc diffusers. Therefore, no influence of 

diffuser density on fS for disc diffusers as well as for tube diffusers was detectable. For plate diffusers 

only one diffuser density was tested. A comparison is therefore not possible. The result that diffuser 

density has no effect on fS promotes the notion, that bubbles only coalesce with bubbles from the same 

diffuser or adjacent slits and not with bubbles from other diffusers. This confirms the observations of 

Hasanen et al. (2006) and Behnisch et al. (2018), that coalescence occurs mainly close to the diffuser.  
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Summary of the effects on fS 

The results shown above correspond to the results from Part I of this paper: Both cSalt as well as the 

design of the diffuser membrane (see Table 7) have an influence on kLa or fS in SW (Behnisch et al. 

2018). Hence, at high cSalt diffusers with smaller detaching bubbles show higher fS and kLa values. 

Additionally, we could show that the type of the diffuser also influences the oxygen transfer in SW. For 

tube diffusers, fS only depends on cSalt, while for disc and plate diffusers fS also depends on qA,Disc and 

qA,Plate respectively. Except Plate 1, for all diffusers fS,max was reached when cSalt ≥ CCC. Furthermore, 

diffuser density does not seem to affect fS.  

Additional design considerations 

Other factors also have to be taken into account for design of aeration systems in SW. An important 

parameter is cS, which decreases with increasing cSalt (Annex 1). Due to the lower concentration gradient 

between gas and liquid phase and reduced molecular diffusivity, kL is expected to decrease, resulting in 

a lower fS and kLa. When looking at the results of plate and tube diffusers (Figure 21 and Figure 22), we 

did not observe a significant decrease in fS after reaching its peak value in the considered concentration 

range. Because of the lower range of tested salt concentration, a clear conclusion is not possible for disc 

diffusers. Nevertheless, we do not expect a significant decrease of fS for disc diffusers with further 

increasing cSalt. This is confirmed by the results of Baz-Rodríguez et al. (2014), who found no 

dependence of kLa, a and kL on cSalt when coalescence is completely inhibited. They show that the 

reduction of the molecular diffusivity with increasing cSalt and the effect on kL is marginal. According to 

these authors, the main effect on kL is the slip velocity, which is substantially influenced by the bubble 

size (i.e. d32 or a). However, the reduced cS also decrease SOTRVAT and SSOTE as shown in Figure 24-

A. Similar to fS, SSOTE increases with increasing cNaCl until a maximum is reached. SSOTE of up to 

15 %/m could be reached. Diffusers with the smaller slits (Tube 1, Disc 1) always exhibit higher values 

than diffusers with larger slits (Tube 2, Disc 2). In TW SSOTE increases with increasing diffuser density 

(Behnisch et al. 2020). When comparing the results of 6 and 10 Tube 1 diffusers, the same can be 

observed in SW. When reaching the peak value, SSOTE slightly decreases as a result of the reduced cS. 

The decrease averages about 0.7 %/m for cNaCl = 20 g/L compared to the peak value at cNaCl = CCCNaCl. 

Nevertheless, SW SSOTE still outperforms SSOTE values that can be achieved in TW with conventional 

fine-bubble diffusers (8.5 – 9.8 %/m), even at very high diffuser densities (Behnisch et al. 2020).  
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Figure 24: Average SSOTE values as function of cNaCl (A); Average SAE values as function of cNaCl (B) 

calculated with isochoric power formula (η = 0.60) 

Another factor that must be considered in the design of aeration systems is the total air supply pressure 

(pT), which includes the hydrostatic pressure resulting from depth of submergence (ph), pressure drop of 

pipes and valves (ps) and pressure drop of diffusers (pd) (Krampe 2011). The ph increases with increasing 

cSalt due to the increment of water density. Nevertheless, in practice this increase can be neglected. The 

density of water rises marginally by 1.6 % with an increase in cNaCl from 0 g/L (997 kg/L at 20 °C) to 

20 g/L (1.013 kg/L at 20 °C). The pS is not affected by cSalt. Also no dependence against cSalt was found 

for pd (Annex 5). Nevertheless, when improving the oxygen transfer in SW by installing diffusers with 

smaller slits, pd increases. In our tests, for tube and disc diffusers the difference in pd between the diffuser 

with the smaller slits and those with the larger slits was on average 2.2 kPa (at the same qA, see Annex 

5). Thus, in SW a higher fS tends to go hand in hand with a higher pd and therefore pT. The increased pT 

results in a higher power requirement (P) for the blowers.  

When calculating P, we must differentiate between isochoric compression and adiabatic compression. 

Positive displacement blowers (as used here) are widely used on WWTP. Since they compress a fixed 

volume of air in an enclosed space to a higher pressure, they operate using the isochoric compression 

principle (Mueller et al. 2002). P can be calculated according to the following formula: P = QA · pT / η; 

being η the overall efficiency of the blower. For our calculation, we assumed a typical η of 0.60 (Bell 

and Abel 2011). Then we calculated the standard aeration efficiency (SAE=SOTR/P).  

With SAE, we are able to illustrate the interaction between increased energy demand due to increased 

pT through the smaller slits and the improved oxygen transfer. The average SAE is shown in Figure 24-B 

as a function of cNaCl. Since identical QA were set for each diffuser type, its influence on SAE is eliminated 

and the average values are sufficient for a comparison. Figure 24-B shows, that SAE in TW ranges 

between 3.0 and 4.4 kg/kWh and thus within an expected range for such kind of operation conditions 

(Behnisch et al. 2020). With increasing cSalt SAE increases and reaches its peak value similar to SSOTE. 

SAE for the diffusers with smaller slits (Tube 1, Disc 1) are comparable or higher than for the diffusers 

with larger slits (Tube 2, Disc 2). Hence, with Tube 1 (smaller slits) SAE of up to 8.4 kg/kWh could be 

achieved. 

Contrary to positive displacement blowers, with turbo blowers internal air compression takes place (= 

adiabatic compression). Turbo blowers are generally designed for large airflow rates and are therefore 
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used especially on large WWTP. P depends upon the inlet pressure (p0), air density (ρ) and inlet 

temperature (T0) (Mueller et al. 2002). Depending on design and operation conditions, overall 

efficiencies for turbo blowers of up to 0.85 are possible (Bell and Abel 2011). In order to consider these 

types of blowers as well, we calculated SAE again using the adiabatic power formula (EPA 1989). All 

results and the formula with the assumed operating conditions are shown in Figure 25. Due to the higher 

overall efficiency (using a constant η of 0.80) and the chosen operation conditions (T0 = 20 °C; p0 = 

101.3 kPa; ρ = 1.2 kg/m³), on average 52 % higher SAE values of up to 12.8 kg/kWh were achieved 

compared to positive displacement blowers. However, it has to be taken into account, that the presented 

power requirement values are only based on theoretical calculations. Since overall efficiency and the 

power requirement will change under varying operation conditions, lower SAE values are likely to be 

achieved in practice. Apart from that, the previous conclusions remain valid. Higher SAE values were 

achieved with diffusers with smaller slits.  

 

Adiabatic power formula according to Metcalf et al. (2014): 

𝑃 =
𝑄𝐴 ∙ 𝜌 ∙ 𝑅 ∙ 𝑇0

28.97 ∙
𝑘 − 1

𝑘
∙ 𝜂

∙ [(
𝑝0 + 𝑝𝑇

𝑝0

)

𝑘−1
𝑘

− 1] 

With:  

P = power requirement [kW] 

QA: airflow rate [m³/s] 

ρ: air density (=1.20 kg/m³ with T = 20 °C) 

R: universal gas constant = 8.314 J/(mol·K) 

T0: absolute inlet temperature (=293 K) 

p0: absolute inlet pressure (=101.3 kPa) 

pT: air supply pressure [kPa] 

k: specific heat ratio (=1.395) 

28.97: molecular weight of dry air 

η: overall efficiency (= 0.80 for turbo blowers) 

 

Figure 25:  Average SAE values with η =0.80 (left) calculated with adiabatic power formula (right) 

In summary, the SAE results show, that independent of the used blower type and despite the higher 

pressure drop, in SW a higher efficiency of the aeration system is achieved using the diffusers with 

smaller slits. However, it is questionable whether this can be applied to all diffusers. Whether a diffuser 

with smaller slits in SW ensures a more efficient aeration depends largely on the difference in oxygen 

transfer as well as on pressure drop compared to the diffuser with larger slits. Additionally, further 

measurements need to show whether a higher SAE-value can also be achieved in activated sludge. The 

activated sludge could have an influence on the coalescence behaviour in the aerated tank. Diffusers 

with smaller slits could also lead to increased fouling. Therefore, further experiments are already 

planned to answer these questions. 

Conclusion 

In the present work, the experiments presented in Part I of this paper (Behnisch et al. 2018) were 

continued to investigate the oxygen transfer of fine-bubble aeration systems and their influencing factors 

in saline water. In Part I data from bubble size distribution were combined with results from oxygen 

transfer tests to investigate the impact of the design of the diffuser membrane. Within Part II the effect 
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of different salts as well as the effects of diffuser type and density on oxygen transfer of fine-bubble 

aeration systems in saline water is presented.  

First, we determined the critical coalescence concentration (CCC) for various salts for the first time 

using conventional fine-bubble diffusers, for which we developed a new analytical approach. When 

CCC is reached, coalescence is completely inhibited and kLa20 and fS remain constant. Regardless of salt 

type, the reached fS,max values were the same. With the new analytical approach, the CCC is determined 

by evaluating the oxygen transfer rate at different salt concentrations. The new method is much faster 

and easier to use than bubble size measurement and provides valid results. In the future, this will make 

it possible to investigate the coalescence behaviour for any aeration system and (mixed) salt solution 

quickly and easily. Furthermore, since salt and salt mixture in wastewater changes and depends on the 

origin of the used water, we recommend that in the future not only the total salt concentration should be 

considered in wastewater analytics but also its composition from different salts (e.g. by ion analysis). 

Second, we carried out oxygen transfer tests with three different types of diffusers at different diffuser 

densities in a pilot scale test tank at a water depth of 3.8 m and at different NaCl concentrations. The 

effect of the design of the diffuser membrane observed in Part I was confirmed. Except Plate 1, diffuser 

membranes with smaller detaching bubbles show higher fS values. Furthermore, our results show that 

there is a clear influence of the diffuser type. While fS for tube diffusers only depends on the salt 

concentration, the other diffuser types show a clear influence of the airflow rate per slit and slit length 

(qA,dS). For disc diffusers and Plate 2, the highest fS values were achieved at qA,dS ~ 1.0 dm³/h/mm. If qA,dS 

changes, fS and kLa will decrease again. This complicates the operation of an aeration system. When 

using tube diffusers, this problem can be avoided. To achieve a high oxygen transfer in saline water, the 

slit density of the diffuser membrane can be further increased. In tap water, the slit density is usually up 

to 15 slits per cm² to prevent coalescence close to the diffuser. Under saline conditions (cSalt>CCC), the 

coalescence is inhibited and the slit density can be increased further. This also prevents high qA,dS and 

thus an increase in initial bubble size. 

Third, despite the reduced oxygen saturation concentration in saline water, extremely high SSOTE 

values compared to tap water of up to 15 %/m were achieved during the tests in the pilot scale test tank. 

SSOTE are much higher than is possible with conventional fine-bubble diffusers in tap water. Using 

isochoric power formula (valid for positive displacement blowers) calculated SAE values of up to 8.4 

kg/kWh show, that by using diffusers with smaller slits, the energy efficiency of the aeration system 

will improve in saline water despite the increased pressure drop. If even more efficient blowers (e.g. 

turbo blowers) were used, theoretically (using adiabatic power formula) even higher SAE of up to 12.8 

kg/kWh values could be achieved. However, it is not yet known whether the use of diffusers with smaller 

slits also improves aeration in activated sludge tanks. The coalescence behaviour in the aerated tank as 

well as the fouling of the diffusers could be influenced by the activated sludge. Therefore, further 

investigations are already planned.  
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Abstract: Aeration is usually the most energy-intensive part of the activated sludge 

process, accounting for 50 % to 80 % of total requirement. To achieve high 

efficiency, designers and operators of WWTP must therefore consider all 

influencing factors including salinity. With increasing salinity oxygen transfer 

increases compared to tap water (TW), due to the inhibition of bubble 

coalescence. Previous saline water (SW) experiments show, that by using small 

slits diffuser membrane design oxygen transfer and aeration efficiency increase 

further. In this study, we present a modified approach for considering salt-effect 

on oxygen transfer and assess the transferability of SW results to saline activated 

sludge (sAS) conditions. Therefore, we operated a pilot activated sludge plant 

over 269 days with saline industrial wastewater influent. Oxygen transfer of 

disc-diffusers with two different membrane designs was measured continuously 

via off-gas method. Salt concentration (cSalt) measured via ion-analyses ranges 

between 4.9 and 11 g/L. Despite high cSalt fluctuation, COD elimination was 

>90% all the time. Our results confirm previous SW results. Oxygen transfer in 

sAS is up to three times higher compared to non-saline conditions. Aeration-

efficiency shows, that despite higher-pressure drop, diffusers with smaller slits 

are to be recommended in order to improve aeration in sAS. 

Keywords: Saline industrial wastewater; Diffuser membrane design; Critical Coalescence 

Concentration; Transition Concentration; disc diffuser 
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1. Introduction 

The oxygen transfer of fine-bubble aeration systems is enhanced by high salt concentrations (cSalt; g/L) 

due to the inhibition of bubble coalescence. In former studies, we assess the different factors influencing 

the oxygen transfer in saline water (SW) [1–3]. In the present study, we investigate the transferability 

of these SW test results to process conditions in saline activated sludge (sAS).  

High cSalt are quite common in industrial wastewater. Additionally, the global trend towards saving 

freshwater by increased (industrial)-wastewater reuse or by using seawater for toilet flushing, will raise 

the volume of saline wastewater that needs to be biologically treated [3,4]. The most prevalent process 

for aerobic biological wastewater treatment is the activated sludge process. Aeration is usually the most 

energy intensive part of the activated sludge process accounting for 50 to 80 % of the total energy 

requirement [5]. Therefore, a deeper understanding of the effects on oxygen transfer of increased cSalt is 

crucial to enhance the energy efficiency of activated sludge process.  

Aeration in aerobic biological wastewater treatment is essential to satisfy the oxygen demand of 

microorganisms in activated sludge [5]. Today, mainly fine bubble aeration systems are used in 

wastewater treatment plants (WWTP). Thereby, compressed air is injected via diffusers installed at the 

bottom of the aeration tank. The oxygen is transferred from the ascending small bubbles into the liquid 

phase. The oxygen transfer is described by the volumetric mass transfer coefficient (kLa; 1/h), which 

represents the product of the liquid-side mass transfer coefficient (kL; m/h) and the liquid/gas interfacial 

area (a; m²/m³). Many different factors influence kLa. In order to describe these effects, usually kLa under 

process conditions is set in relation to kLa in tap water (TW) at standard conditions (20 °C water 

temperature; 0 mg/L dissolved oxygen concentration; 101.3 kPa atmospheric pressure; see Table 10). 

Depending on the aerated medium, the quotients are labelled differently. In the following we distinguish 

between α (for aerating non-saline activated sludge), fS (for aerating saline water) and αfS (for aerating 

saline activated sludge).  

Table 10:  Design parameters  

Medium Definition   

non-saline activated sludge (AS) 𝛼 =  
𝑘𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑔𝑒

𝑘𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑝 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟
 [-] (23) 

Saline water (SW) 𝑓𝑆 =  
𝑘𝐿𝑎𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟

𝑘𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑝 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟
 [-] (24) 

saline activated sludge (sAS) 𝛼𝑓𝑆 =  
𝑘𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑔𝑒

𝑘𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑝 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟
 [-] (25) 

In non-saline activated sludge (AS), kLa is inhibited by dissolved and suspended ingredients and the 

biomass itself, which is why α is usually < 1.0. The prediction of α in dependence of different parameters 

(e.g. wastewater ingredients, process parameters) is the objective of many studies [6–8]. Since the 

wastewater composition is subject to daily fluctuations, common practice in design of aeration systems 

currently ensures necessary flexibility determining minimum αmin and maximum αmax [9]. Mean α (αmean) 

is adopted to evaluate aeration efficiency.  

In SW, kLa increases with increasing csalt due to the inhibition of bubble coalescence. Hence, fS takes 

values greater than 1.0 and increases linearly with increasing csalt. The increase in fS depends on airflow 

rate, type of diffuser and design of diffuser membrane [2]. When cSalt reaches a certain concentration, 

which is specific for each salt and mixed salt solution, the coalescence is fully inhibited and fS reaches 

its maximum (fS,max) [1]. This is termed the critical coalescence concentration (CCC) [10].  
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In sAS, the inhibiting effects of wastewater and AS ingredients as well as the enhancing effect of 

increased salt concentration affect kLa. Therefore, depending on the balance between inhibiting 

(described by α) and enhancing (described by fS) effects, αfS can assume values >1.0 or <1.0. Sander et 

al. [3] ran oxygen transfer tests with iron hydroxide flocs to simulate activated sludge with different 

NaCl concentrations. They show that the net effect can be expressed via multiplicative linking of α and 

fS: 

𝛼𝑓𝑆 =  α ∙ 𝑓𝑆 [-] (26) 

Our previous studies show that in SW fS,max as well as maximum kLa is higher with small slits membrane 

design than with large slits [1]. For disc diffusers kLa increases by 10 %, when using the small slits 

diffuser membrane design compared to diffusers with the large slits design [2]. However, the improved 

kLa is accompanied by an increased pressure drop of the diffusers (due to the smaller slits) and therefore 

by a higher energy requirement for air supply. Nevertheless, model calculations based on SW test results 

show that the aeration efficiency improves due to the higher oxygen transfer [2]. 

However, it is questionable whether this also applies to process conditions in sAS. The activated sludge 

or wastewater ingredients could influence the coalescence behaviour in the aeration tank as well as the 

fouling of the diffusers. Therefore, in the present study we will investigate whether the use of diffusers 

with smaller slits also improves aeration in sAS. For this purpose, we operated a pilot scale activated 

sludge tank with a water volume of 2.25 m³ and depth of submergence of the diffusers of 3.5 m over 

269 days with industrial wastewater influent and measured the oxygen transfer continuously by the off-

gas method. Time of operation is divided into four measurement phases. In each phase, we installed a 

new diffuser. With the corresponding TW results, αfS was calculated. In parallel, we recorded the 

pressure drop of the diffusers and the overall performance of the pilot plant. 

We use the results to assess a modified design approach for considering salt effect on oxygen transfer. 

The new design approach enables a more precise design and thus a more energy efficient operation of 

an aeration system at high salt concentrations. The current design approach described by Sander et al. 

[3] is only applicable for municipal wastewater with high sea salt concentration. Therefore, it cannot be 

used for industrial wastewater of the present study, which shows another salt mixture than sea salt. 

Furthermore, the influence of the diffuser membrane design is not taken into account in the current 

design approach so far. Our modified design approach normalizes the effect of different salts and mixed 

salt solutions on kLa. Therefore, it is applicable for each coalescence inhibiting salt or mixed salt 

solution. Additionally, we show how the influence of the membrane design can be assessed by 

conducting simple SW tests with the diffusers used for aerating sAS.  

2. Material and Methods 

2.1. Modified design approach for considering salt effect on kLa 

In order to design an aeration system as efficiently as possible, the individual influences must be 

considered as precisely as possible. The fS value includes the salt effect on kLa (see Table 10). Sander et 

al. [3] found a correlation between fS of disc diffusers and concentration of sea salt (cSeaSalt; g/L): 

𝑓𝑆 =  𝑘 ∙ 𝑐𝑆𝑒𝑎 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑡 + 1                when cSea Salt ≤ CCCSea Salt 

𝑓𝑆 =  𝑓𝑆,𝑚𝑎𝑥                                when cSea Salt > CCCSea Salt 

[-] 

[-] 

(27) 

where k is an empirical parameter between 0.08 and 0.16 depending on the airflow rate per disc diffuser 

(qA,Disc; m³/Disc/h). However, this approach is only valid for sea salt and does not consider the different 
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CCC of different salts or salt mixtures. Therefore, we propose to normalize salt effect by including the 

dimensionless cSalt/CCCSalt ratio: 

𝑓𝑆 =  𝑘𝑁 ∙
𝑐𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑡

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑡
+ 1                when cSalt ≤ CCCSalt [-] 

(28) 

𝑓𝑆 = 𝑓𝑆,𝑚𝑎𝑥 =  𝑘𝑁 + 1             when cSalt > CCCSalt [-] 

The normalised k-value (kN; -) describes the slope of the linear increase of fS until cSalt/CCCSalt = 1.0 and 

fS reaches fS,max. Since only the diffuser membrane design and qA,Disc affects fS,max or bubble diameter, 

but not the salt type [2,11–13], it is reasonable that solutions of different salts and salt mixtures with the 

same cSalt/CCCSalt ratio and aerated with the same diffuser would present similar fS values. Other studies 

already show the advantages of using a dimensionless concentration as independent parameter for 

analyses of hydrodynamics and oxygen transfer with different salt solutions in bubble columns [13–15]. 

Because the salt type has no effect on fS,max, kN can be derived by equation (28) by measuring fS,max of 

the diffuser used for aerating sAS in any salt solution. For fS,max determination we recommend to use 

NaCl, because it is easy to handle and cheap. It must be noted, that fS,max is affected by diffuser type and 

design of diffuser membrane. For disc and plate diffusers fS,max is also affected by qA,Disc or the airflow 

rate per plate (qA,Plate; m³/Plate/h), respectively. Therefore, the test conditions should be the same as 

process conditions (same diffuser and in case of plate and disc diffusers the same qA,Disc or qA,Plate, 

respectively).  

Behnisch et al. [2] measured fS values of different diffusers in a NaCl solution and checked whether 

there is a scale effect. They concluded, that for measuring fS,max a sufficient reactor volume as well as 

blower capacity is necessary, to ensure that the full range of airflow rate of diffusers can be set during 

the tests. Neither diffuser density nor water depth show an influence on fS [2, 16]. From equation (28) 

and with known fS,max value and cSalt/CCCSalt = 1.0 results: 

𝑘𝑁 =  𝑓𝑠,𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 1.0 [-] (29) 

Because of the influence of air-flow rate on fS,max in case of plate and disc diffusers, for these diffuser 

types the kN value is identical for each salt and mixed salt solution, as long as the airflow rate remains 

constant. For tube diffusers kN is constant all the time, because there is no influence of the airflow rate 

on fS within the operation range specified by the manufacturer [2].  

To consider the salt effect with equation (28), CCC of the given salt solution or wastewater must be 

determined. An analytical approach is described by Behnisch et al. [2]. They measured CCC of different 

salts in lab-scale as well as in pilot scale setup by evaluating the oxygen transfer at different salt 

concentrations and show, that there is no scale effect in determining CCC. Therefore, CCC measuring 

can be carried out in a small bubble column. For measuring the coalescence behaviour of saline 

wastewater, Zlokarnik [17] proposed to use biologically treated wastewater. Otherwise, the wastewater 

ingredients would falsify the results. If biologically treated wastewater is not available, we 

recommended to use a salt mixture with a similar salt composition for the tests.  

2.2. Pilot plant 

Figure 26 shows a scheme of the pilot scale activated sludge test plant. The inflowing industrial 

wastewater consisted of a mixed effluent combining the wastewater generated by the various production 

lines of an industrial site. The main product of the industrial site is colour effect pigments, which are 

used e.g. in paints for cars.  
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The influent was collected from grit chamber effluent of a WWTP treating the wastewater of the 

industrial site. It was stored for approximately 3 h in a 0.6 m³ tank before it entered the aerated biological 

reactor (B1). The storage tank was equipped with online probes (CPS16D, CLS50D, Endress + Hauser, 

Switzerland) for pH (-) and electrical conductivity (EC; mS/cm). 24-h composite samples were taken 

from influent before it entered B1. The 24-h composite samples were analysed by standard kit (Merck-

Spectroquant, Merck KGaA) for total COD concentration (CODt), filtrated COD (CODf), ammonia, 

nitrate, nitrite and phosphorous. Despite the small storage tank, the influent to B1 was subject to strong 

concentration fluctuations, as can be seen from the high standard deviation values of analysed chemical 

parameters: 334 ± 295 mg/L CODt; 119 ± 237 mg/L CODf; 3.5 ± 5.8 mg N/L of Ammonia and 1.0 ± 

1.84 mg P/L of phosphorous. The influent contained neither nitrate nor nitrite. In contrast to the chemical 

parameters, EC was relatively stable at 10.1 ± 1.1 mS/cm. 

B1 was a completely closed cylindrical tank with a diameter of 0.88 m, a water depth of 3.7 m and a 

water volume (VB1) of 2.25 m³. The reactor was equipped with one disc diffuser at the bottom of the 

tank with a depth of submergence of 3.5 m. A recirculation pump assisted in the mixing of the tank and 

pumps 2.5 m³/h from the bottom to the top of B1 continuously. Several online probes (CUS51D, 

CPS16D, CLS50D and COS61D, Endress + Hauser, Switzerland) in the reactor measured total 

suspended solids (TSS), pH, EC and dissolved oxygen concentration (DO) respectively. All probes were 

checked and cleaned every two days. TSS-probe was regularly compared with laboratory analysis. To 

increase the salt concentration in B1, a highly concentrated NaCl-solution could be dosed from fully 

mixed tank B3. 

The activated sludge was separated from the treated wastewater in the secondary clarifier (B2) and 

returned to B1. A 24h-composite sample of the clarified effluent was taken and analysed in the same 

way as the sample from the influent. The sludge retention time (SRT; d) was set at approx. 11 d by daily 

withdrawal of 0.2 m³ (QWAS; m³/d) waste activated sludge (WAS) from B1. Taking sludge direct from 

the fully mixed aerated reactor has the advantage that the sensitive and time-consuming measurement 

of TSS of WAS is not necessary. Therefore, TSS in B1 and TSS of QWAS is the same and SRT can easily 

be calculated according to: 

𝑆𝑅𝑇 =  
𝑉𝐵1 ∙ 𝑇𝑆𝑆

𝑄𝑊𝐴𝑆 ∙ 𝑇𝑆𝑆
=  

𝑉𝐵1

𝑄𝑊𝐴𝑆
 [d] (30) 

Inoculum biomass was taken from an industrial nitrifying activated sludge plant. EC of inoculum was 

8.7 mS/cm. Thus, the biomass was already acclimatised to increased salt concentrations. Daily 

withdrawal of WAS started 26 days after inoculation. After another 100 days of start-up period, off-gas 

measurements were initiated and took 143 days. 
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Figure 26: Scheme of the pilot scale activated sludge plant with off gas testing equipment 
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2.3. Disc diffuser 

The used disc diffusers have two different membrane designs (Figure 27). As previously shown [1,2], 

the membrane design influences the oxygen transfer in SW. The two different diffuser membrane 

designs differ in length of the slits (dS), distance between slits (PS), distance between rows (PR) and slit 

density (SD). The slit density is defined as the number of slits per activated (perforated) membrane area 

(AA). The diffuser density (DD) is the total membrane area (including non-perforated area) per area of 

the tank floor of B1. All installed diffusers are 28.5 cm in diameter, resulting in a DD = 10 %. 

Membrane design  A B 

distance between 

slits (PS)

distance between rows (PR)

slit with 

slit length 

(dS)   
active 

area

disc diameter  

Material  EPDM* EPDM* 

disc diameter [cm] 28.5 28.5 

active membrane area (AA) [cm²] 324 306 

slit length (dS) [mm] 0.75 1.25 

PR/dS [-] 4.07 2.44 

PS/dS [-] 2.44 1.80 

slit density (SD) [slits/cm²] 15.5 10 

slits per diffuser [-] 5,028 3,063 

* Ethylene-Propylene-Dien-Terpolymere 

Figure 27: Membrane design properties of the disc diffusers 

2.4. Desorption method in tap water 

Before inoculation, oxygen transfer tests in TW with all tested disc diffusers in B1 were conducted by 

means of the desorption method [18]. With this method, the oxygen concentration is increased 15 – 

20 mg/L beyond the oxygen saturation concentration by aerating with pure oxygen gas or oxygen 

enriched air [19]. By switching to aeration with ambient air, the oxygen concentration starts to 

decrease again until the saturation concentration is reached. From the curve of decreasing oxygen 

concentration, the kLa is calculated by nonlinear regression. 

Because oxygen probes in B1 are not suitable for use at very high DO values (> 20 mg/L), four 

electrochemical oxygen probes (COS51D, Endress + Hauser, Switzerland) were installed at different 

heights in B1 during TW oxygen transfer tests. The resulting kLa values were standardized to 20 °C 

water temperature and a cSalt of 1 g/L (kLa20,1000) according to EN 12255-15 [18]. Airflow rate (QA) was 

measured at standard temperature and pressure (0 °C; 101.3 kPa; 0 % humidity) with a thermal flow 

sensor (t-mass A 150, Endress + Hauser, Switzerland).  

2.5. Off-gas and pressure drop measurement in saline activated sludge 

The kLa in saline activated sludge was measured by the off-gas method [6,7,20,21]. For this purpose, 

gas samples of off-gas and ambient air were collected continuously in parallel and analysed for 

volumetric fraction of O2 and CO2 in a gas analyser (X-Stream X2, Emerson, USA) which was calibrated 

weekly. Before entering the analyser, gas samples were cleaned and dried (CSS-V2, M&C TechGroup, 

Switzerland). According to equation (25), αfS results from the ratio of kLa in sAS to kLa in TW. As 
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before during oxygen transfer tests in TW, QA was measured at standard conditions with a thermal flow 

sensor (t-mass A 150, Endress + Hauser, Switzerland). The total air supply pressure (pT; kPa) was 

measured by manometer (PMC21, Endress + Hauser, Switzerland) installed downstream of the blower. 

Pressure drop of the disc diffusers (pD; kPa) was calculated with the following equation [22]: 

𝑝𝐷 = 𝑝𝑇 − 𝑝ℎ − 𝑝𝑠 [kPa] (31) 

being ph the hydrostatic pressure resulting from depth of submergence (= 3.5 m) and pS the pressure of 

pipes and valves (= 0,3 kPa).  

Due to the high oxygen transfer and the relatively weak pollution of the influent, the DO in B1 was 

between 7 and 8 mg/L. This is too high when using the off-gas method, where DO is limited to 50 % of 

the oxygen saturation concentration due to the increasing uncertainty of the results [20]. Therefore, QA 

had to be reduced to the minimum airflow rate of the used diffusers given by the manufacturer (= 1.5 

m³/h). Nevertheless, DO was still too high. Therefore, we increased the oxygen uptake rate (OUR) by 

dosing a high nutrient solution from an additional tank (B4). The nutrient solution consists of glycerol 

as carbon source, ammonium hydrogen carbonate as nitrogen source and dipotassium phosphate as 

phosphorus source. Glycerol is considered to be readily biodegradable and has almost no influence on 

oxygen transfer even at relatively high concentrations of up to 10 vol.-% [23]. The maximum glycerol 

concentration was less than 0.3 vol.-%. An influence of the nutrient solution on the oxygen transfer can 

therefore be excluded. The nutrient solution was only dosed during a few hours of the day (mostly at 

night). In the absence of dosing, DO increased > 50 % of saturation concentration and data collected 

during this time were discarded. 

2.6. Description of test Phases 

An overview for the different test phases together with the individual notation of the disc diffusers are 

given in Table 11. The period of oxygen transfer measurement took 143 days and consisted of four 

Phases (I – IV). For operational reasons, the off-gas measurement had to be interrupted for 45 days 

between Phase II and III. The operation of the pilot plant continued during this time. In Phase II and 

Phase III a disc diffuser with diffuser membrane design Type A, and in Phase I and IV a disc diffuser 

with diffuser membrane design Type B was installed (see chapter 2.3). In each Phase, a new diffuser 

was installed. In the following, the notation of the different disc diffusers includes the number of the test 

Phase (I, II, III and IV) and the length of slits (0.75 mm and 1.25 mm); e.g. Disc I (1.25) means the Disc 

diffuser from Phase I with a slit length of 1.25 mm. Besides the different membrane designs, the type of 

additional salt dosage varied between the test phases. In Phase I and II, the salt was dosed as a shock 

load. The influent was turned off and salt dosage from B3 started for 48 h. After salt dosage, the influent 

restarted. During the time, withdrawing of WAS and dosage of the nutrient solution continued. In Phase 

III and IV, the dosage of salt was carried out continuously. In order to reduce the required amount of 

NaCl, the influent flow rate was reduced to 110 L/h during time of NaCl dosage. 

Table 11: Overview of the test phases 

Test Phase: Phase I Phase II Phase III Phase IV 

Notation disc diffuser: Disc I (1.25) Disc II (0.75) Disc III (0.75) Disc IV (1.25) 

diffuser membrane design type B A A B 

additional salt dosage  shock wise shock wise continuously continuously 
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2.7. Measurement of salt concentration 

The salt concentration was measured by ion analyses according to APAH [24]. For this purpose, samples 

from B1 were regularly taken and were filtrated to 0.45 μm. The samples were analysed for major anions 

(Na+, K+, Mg2+, Ca2+, Fe2+, P+) and cations (Cl-, SO4
2-) by ionic chromatography (IC; 930 Compact IC 

Flex, Metrohm, Switzerland) and inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES; 

Spectro Arcos, Spectro Analytical Instruments, Germany) according to ISO 10304-1 [25] and ISO 

11885 [26]; carbonate hardness (MQuant 1.10648.0001; Merck KGaA) and electric conductivity 

(CLS50D, Endress + Hauser, Switzerland). Since such analyses can easily yield incorrect results due to 

impurities or measurement errors, we carried out anion-cation-balance of every sample. 79 % of our 

analysed samples show an anion-cation-difference of less than ±5 % and therefore fulfil the criterion for 

acceptance according to APAH [24]. Results that missed the criterion of acceptance were discarded. 

3. Results 

In the following, first we will present the results of the ion analyses of the industrial wastewater. With 

the given results we show, which ions are present in the industrial wastewater and prove the linearity 

between EC and cSalt. Then, we show how kN, fS and CCC can be found exemplarily for the present disc 

diffusers and industrial wastewater salt mixture in order to assess salt effect on oxygen transfer. The 

results of previous tap water oxygen transfer tests are shown in chapter 3.3. To give an overview of the 

overall operation performance of the pilot plant, the most important operation parameters are listed and 

discussed in chapter 3.4. In chapter 3.5, the results of off-gas and pressure drop measurement are 

discussed in context of EC, airflow rate and COD F/M ratio. The calculated α values are discussed in 

chapter 3.6. To assess whether a small slit design is recommended in saline conditions, we finally 

compare standard oxygen transfer rate in process water (SOTRPW; kg/h) and the aeration efficiency (AE; 

kg/kWh) of both diffuser membrane designs in chapter 3.7. 

3.1. Analysed ions and salt concentration in activated sludge 

On average, the sum of anions (Σceq,anions) and cations (Σceq,cations) in the industrial wastewater were 120 

meq/L (milliequivalent per litre). The main components of Σceq,cations were Chloride (78 mol-%) and 

Sulphate (17 mol-%); and of Σceq,anions it was Sodium (90 mol-%). The cSalt is calculated by summing the 

mass concentration of all analysed ions [24].  

Figure 28 shows cSalt as a function of EC. A linear trend line was derived and plotted as dotted line. The 

coefficient of determination (R²) of 0.99 indicated a very good linear dependency between EC and cSalt. 

With the given equation from Figure 28, it is possible to calculate cSalt (in g/L) in real time and on-site 

by measuring EC (in mS/cm):  

𝑐𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑡 = 0.61 ∙ 𝐸𝐶 + 0.23 [g/L] (32) 
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Figure 28: salt concentration (cSalt; g/L) as a function of electric conductivity (EC; mS/cm) 

3.2. Determination of kN and measuring CCC of saline industrial wastewater 

The modified equation for considering the salt effect on kLa is described in chapter 2.1. In the following, 

we will show how to find kN for the used diffusers and wastewater conditions based on experimental 

results in SW, which are described in detail in Behnisch et al. [2]. With kN and measured CCC, we are 

able to calculate the fS value in dependence of salt concentration measured on site in sAS. 

In a previous study [2], we measured fS,max of the disc diffusers described in chapter 2.3. The tests were 

conducted in NaCl solution (0 g/L– 15 g/L) in a pilot scale test tank (water volume 17.1 m³; depth of 

submergence 3.65 m) with different airflow rates. The results are shown in Figure 29-a) as a function of 

qA,Disc for both membrane designs. The influence of qA,Disc on fS,max is obvious. The highest fS,max is 

reached in the middle of the operation range of the diffusers. The fS,max for the corresponding qA,Disc can 

be calculated using the specified regression functions. With the known fS,max value, the kN value can be 

derived from equation (29). The kN values for both diffuser membrane designs as a function of qA,Disc 

are shown in Figure 29-b). The kN value ranges between 0.6-1.3 and between 0.2-0.8 for membrane 

design A and design B, respectively. The airflow rate during off-gas measurement was constant at qA,Disc 

= 1,5 m³/Disc/h. The corresponding kN value is 1.1 for diffuser membrane design A and 0.7 for diffuser 

membrane design B, respectively. The fS value calculated according to equation (28) is plotted as a 

function of the dimensionless cSalt/CCCSalt ratio in Figure 30. With qA,Disc = 1.5 m³/Disc/h, fS,max is 2.1 for 

diffuser membrane design A and 1.7 for membrane design B, respectively. 
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(a) (b) 

 

Figure 29: fS,max measured in NaCl solution in a pilot scale test tank for both membrane designs as a function 

of qA,Disc [2] (a); kN calculated according to equation (29) for both diffuser membrane designs as 

a function of qA,Disc (b)  

 

Figure 30: fS as a function of the dimensionless cSalt/CCCSalt ratio for both diffuser membrane designs for an 

airflow rate per disc diffuser of 1.5 m³/h/Disc 

The CCC of the industrial wastewater was measured according to the analytical approach described in 

Behnisch et al. [2]. Accordingly, oxygen transfer tests were performed at different airflow rates and salt 

concentration as well as fS were calculated. The point at which the fitted lines for zone of linear increase 

and zone of constant fS meet defines CCC. The CCC measurement was taken in a 250 l bubble column 

in the lab of the Technical University of Darmstadt. The transport of a sufficient amount of biological 

treated saline industrial wastewater was not possible and furthermore the industrial wastewater shows 

only small fluctuations in salt concentration (see chapter 2.2). Therefore, we used an artificial salt 

solution consisting of a salt mixture of NaCl and Na2SO4 in a ratio of 5:2. The salt solution in the bubble 
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column therefore show similar ion composition (Σceq,Cl-/Σceq,cations = 0.75; Σceq,SO42-/Σceq,cations = 0.25) as 

found in average in industrial wastewater (see chapter 3.1). The artificial salt solution makes it possible 

to determine fS at different salt concentrations. We measured a CCC of 9.2 g/L. In previous study with 

same disc diffuser measured CCC of various single salt solutions, CCC ranges between 6.0 g/L and 15.7 

g/L [2]. 

With the given kN and CCC value, we are able to consider the salt effect on kLa on-site as a function of 

the salt concentration. Thereby, the good linear dependency of EC and cSalt (see Figure 28) makes it 

possible to measure cSalt in real time very quickly and easily. 

3.3. Tap water oxygen transfer tests 

To calculate αfS, we have to know kLa in TW. Therefore, oxygen transfer tests in TW with all disc 

diffusers were conducted in B1 before inoculation with sAS (see chapter 2.4). The measured kLa values 

as a function of the airflow rate per aerated reactor volume (QA,VAT; m³/m³/h) are shown in Figure 31-a). 

When QA,VAT = 1.0 m³/m³/h, the average kLa is 6.0 h-1 and 5.9 h-1 for membrane design A and B, 

respectively. It can be seen, that there is no significant difference between the diffusers as well as the 

different membrane designs. Also in our previous oxygen transfer tests in TW with same disc diffusers 

in different reactors of varying volume, we do not determine significant difference in kLa [1,2].  

The tap water oxygen transfer tests were conducted without B1 intern recirculation. To assess the effect 

of recirculation on kLa, the tests with Disc II (0.75) were repeated with recirculation. During the tests, 

recirculation pump (P4) ran at 100 % of its capacity (6.5 m³/h), which is much more than in the later 

tests with sAS (2.5 m³/h). The results are shown in Figure 31-b). It can be seen that the recirculation has 

no effect on kLa. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 31: Results of oxygen transfer tests in TW (a); Results of oxygen transfer tests in TW with Disc II 

(0.75) with and without recirculation (b)  

3.4. Overall performance of the pilot plant 

An overview of the most important operating parameters of the pilot plant in the individual test phases 

can be taken from Table 12. The wastewater temperature (T; °C) of about 21 °C in Phase I and II is 

somewhat lower than in Phase III and IV (~ 25 °C). This can be explained by the fact that Phase I and 
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Phase II were carried out in spring, while Phase III and Phase IV were run in the summer months. The 

mean COD F/M ratio of approx. 0.25 gCOD/g TSS/d is comparable in all experimental phases. Only 

Phase IV shows a slightly higher load. During this phase, the industrial wastewater inflow contained an 

exceptionally high organic load for a few days. The COD F/M ratio and the SRT of 11 d corresponds to 

a nitrifying municipal WWTP [8]. The TSS in B1 was between 7 g/L and 4.4 g/L with a volatile content 

of 62 % to 75 %. In Phase I and II the influent flow (QIn; L/h) was about 200 L/h. To reduce the required 

amount of added salt, the inflow in Phase III and IV was reduced to 110 L/h. The total COD elimination 

(ηCOD; %) was stable above 90 % in all Phases. The COD concentration in the effluent, both CODt and 

CODf, was permanently below 50 mg/L. Only in Phase IV there was a slight increase, which can also 

be attributed to the unusually high and intermittent loading of the plant. The sludge volume index (SVI; 

mL/g) during operation decreased from 119 mL/g in Phase I to 47 mL/g in Phase IV, which is very low. 

Table 12: Operating parameters of the pilot plant for individual test phases I to IV 

    Phase I Phase II Phase III Phase IV 

Temperature °C 20.6 ±1.2 20.9 ±1.9 24.8 ±1.8 25.9 ±1.5 

COD F/M ratio* g/g/d 0.23 ±0.08 0.24 ±0.07 0.22 ±0.09 0.30 ±0.16 

TSS g/L 6.95 ±0.63 7.01 ±0.43 5.73 ±0.90 4.43 ±0.65 

volatile content % 62 ±1 65 ±1 66 ±7 75 ±1 

QIn L/h 195 ±15 194 ±16 117 ±44 107 ±19 

ηCSB % 95 ±2 95 ±2 92 ±2 91 ±5 

SVI mL/g 119 ±12 89 ±5 46 ±7 47 ±6 

CODt,eff mg/L 39.5 ±8.4 42.2 ±13 32.5 ±9.9 63.2 ±91.6 

CODf,eff mg/L 22.7 ±7.5 27.5 ±12.7 17.6 ±4.2 42.7 ±66.7 

*= (daily COD load influent + daily COD load nutrient solution)/(TSS · VB1) 
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3.5. Off-gas measurement and pressure 

Figure 32 shows QA,VAT, αfS, EC, pd, as 15 min averages and the COD F/M ratio as 24 h average for each 

individual test phase. Not shown are all αfS values where DO was above 50 % of oxygen saturation 

concentration or other circumstances (e.g. maintenance of equipment) prevent oxygen transfer 

measurement by off gas method. In the following we discuss them individually. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Figure 32: QA,VAT, αfS, EC, pd, as 15 min averages and the COD F/M ratio as 24 h for Phase I and II (a); and 

Phase III and IV (b) 
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3.5.1. EC, QA,VAT and COD F/M ratio 

In Figure 32, the times when salt was added from B3 are clearly recognisable by the rapidly rising EC. 

The EC in the reactor out of the salt dosing times ranges between 7.7 and 12.1 mS/cm and corresponds 

to that of the inflowing industrial wastewater. According to equation (32), this corresponds to a cSalt 

between 4.9 and 7.6 g/L, which is much lower than the measured CCC of 9.2 g/L (see chapter 3.2). This 

means that without additional salt dosing the coalescence is not fully inhibited. When salt dosing in 

Phase I and Phase II started, EC increased 2.5 times in less than 2 d and drops sharply again after salt 

dosage stops and inflow restarted. In Phase III and Phase IV, salt was dosed continuously for about 14 

days. EC reached a mean value of 17.7 mS/cm (= 11 g/L) in 62 h after salt dosage started. When the salt 

dosage stopped, EC reduced to the original value by dilution with the influent. As shown before (Table 

12), the average COD F/M ratio is comparable in all phases. Only in Phase IV, the average ratio increases 

slightly due to high COD load in the influent on day 248, 253, 254 and 263. QA,VAT averaged 0.7 m³/m³/h 

in all phases (corresponds to a QA = 1.5 m³/h or qA,Disc = 1.5 m³/h/Disc). It increases only for maintenance, 

when taking a sample from B1 for TSS measurement or to satisfy the oxygen demand when COD load 

in the influent was very high. This can be seen in Figure 32 from the peaks in the otherwise very stable 

profile of QA,VAT. 

3.5.2. Pressure drop pD 

Figure 32 shows, that in all phases, pD increases during time of operation. In Phase I pD rises from 4.1 

to 6.3 kPa during 21 d of operation and thus by an average of 0.07 kPa per day. At the beginning of 

Phase II, pD of the newly installed Disc II (0.75) is 6.4 kPa. Then pD increases rapidly by 0.82 kPa per 

day and reaches 9.8 kPa after only 12 days of operation. After a brief increase in QA,VAT, pD drops to 6.2 

kPa. However, when QA,VAT is reduced to the previous value, pD rises again rapidly. This decrease in pD 

after a short-term increase in QA,VAT can also be observed in Phase III and partly also in Phase IV. This 

can be explained by the fact, that the biofilm on the surface and in the slits of the diffuser is removed by 

the increased airflow rate. The pD is therefore temporarily reduced until new biofilm is formed. The 

formation of biofilm and the clogging of slits is improved by the present low airflow rate [27].  

At the beginning of Phase III, pD is 5.6 kPa. A rapid increase in pD follows, which can only be interrupted 

for a short time by briefly increasing the airflow rate. At the end of Phase III, however, pD appears to be 

relatively stable at about 10 kPa. With the beginning of Phase IV and the change to Disc IV (1.25), pD 

drops to 4.1 kPa. This corresponds to the starting pD value of Disc I (1.25) in Phase I. After a slow 

increase, pD reaches a relatively stable value of about 7.7 kPa. After the brief increase of airflow rate as 

response of the high organic load on days 253 and 254, pD drops again to 4.7 kPa, rises slightly and 

remains stable at 5.9 kPa.  

In all phases, no influence of EC or salt concentration on pD could be observed. Neither does the increase 

in pD change with the shock wise increase in salt concentration in Phase I and II, nor does it change with 

the temporarily elevated concentrations in Phase III and IV. In addition, no effect on pD could be 

observed with the decrease of EC or salt concentration.  

In summary, we observed a partly strong increase of pD during aerating saline activated sludge. Only at 

the end of Phase III and IV after about 14 days of operation, pD was stable with 10 kPa (Disc III (0.75)) 

and 7.7 kPa (Disc IV (1.25)). Membrane design A shows a higher pD due to the smaller slits than 

membrane design B all the time. The reason for the rising pD is most probably the growing biofilm on 

the surface and in the slits of the membrane diffuser, as is to be expected when aerating activated sludge. 

Especially the low airflow rate enhances the growth of the biofilm [27]. Furthermore, we observed no 

influence of EC or salt concentration on pD. This confirms former results of pD measurements in SW 

[2,16]. In SW the difference in pD for the two membrane designs was on average 2.0 kPa and therefore 

in the same magnitude as observed here in sAS.  
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3.5.3. αfs 

The high αfS values of > 1.0 in all phases (see Figure 32) show the positive effect of increased salt 

concentrations on oxygen transfer. In non-saline conditions (fS= 1.0), for a nitrifying WWTP an α of 0.6 

to 0.85 would be expected [8]. Our results show that the αfS in sAS with the given diffusers is up to three 

times higher. The partially high fluctuations of αfS within only few hours result from the multitude of 

oxygen transfer inhibiting effects, which change with the changing influent wastewater characteristics. 

Various studies show an inverse relationship of oxygen transfer and high organic influent concentration 

[7,28,29]. In our tests, however, the organic load was determined only once a day on the basis of a 24 h 

composite sample. A comparison of these data with a 24 h αfS mean value cannot be made either, as the 

αfS could not be recorded during the entire day due to the reasons already explained in chapter 2.5. 

Dynamic modelling of α is therefore not possible due to the lack of data.  

To assess the effect of cSalt on αfS, Figure 33 shows αfS values as a function of cSalt/CCCSalt ratio, separated 

by membrane design. The EC measured in B1 is plotted on the second abscissa. With empty circle 

symbols, the αfS values measured during the time of salt dosing are additionally highlighted.  

  

(a) (b) 

 

Figure 33: αfS as a function of cSalt/CCCSalt for diffuser membrane design A (a) and diffuser membrane 

design B (b)  

The upper dashed line shows the mean fS progression calculated for the respective diffuser membrane 

design as described in chapter 3.2. Since the airflow rate was kept constant during the tests, fS is only 

influenced by membrane design and cSalt. Therefore, the calculated progression of fS represents the limit 

below the range of αfs is to be expected. Measured αfS values closely to the calculated progression of fS 

indicate, that α is ~ 1.0 and the oxygen transfer is not inhibited by wastewater ingredients. Corresponding 

to the dispersion of the fS values around the specific regression functions in SW (see Figure 29-a)), αfS 

values fluctuate around the calculated fS progression.  

With decreasing α, αfS decreases. Assuming a minimum α for the current operation conditions (see Table 

12) of 0.6 [8], the lower limit of the expected range of αfS can be calculated (lower dashed line). 90 % 
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of measured αfS values are within the expected range. Therefore, with the method presented in 2.1 and 

the given design recommendations for α, we were able to correctly predict the range of αfS and fS in sAS 

as a function of salt concentration.  

When comparing the results of Figure 33-a) and –b), it became obvious that αfS was higher for diffusers 

with diffuser membrane design A than with diffuser membrane design B. Averaging all αfS values of a 

membrane design yields a mean value of 1.6 for membrane design A and 1.4 for membrane design B, 

respectively. This represents a relative improvement of 14 % in oxygen transfer with membrane design 

A compared to membrane design B. If only the results of the phases with the same type of salt addition 

(shock or continuous) are compared, a similar improvement of 13 % (Phase I vs. II) or 14 % (Phase III 

vs. IV) is found. During the tests in SW with the same diffuser membrane designs [1,2], an improvement 

of a comparable magnitude was found (+ 10 %).  

Therefore, the present results confirm the previous SW results [2] and oxygen transfer increases 

significantly in sAS in a similar proportion to that in SW and improves further when an optimized 

diffuser membrane design is used. The AS in the aerated reactor at present TSS concentration up to 

7 g/L and the wastewater ingredients do not apparently affect the coalescence behaviour of the ascending 

gas bubbles. Thus, when designers of aeration systems for activated sludge process faced with the 

question of which diffuser or which diffuser membrane design show the higher oxygen transfer in sAS, 

this can be assessed by relatively simple experiments in SW as described in Behnisch et al. [1]. However, 

it must be investigated in the future to what extent these findings can be transferred to other biological 

treatment processes, which are also aerated by fine-bubble aeration systems. Coalescence could be 

affected due to higher concentrated AS, such as present in membrane bioreactors. In other treatment 

processes, the biomass growths on inorganic carrier material or form granules. These could influence 

the ascend of the gas bubbles and therefore the coalescence behaviour. Further experiments are therefore 

necessary. 

3.6. α value 

With the known fS for the respective membrane design (see chapter 3.2), α was calculated according to 

equation (14). Figure 34 shows α as a function of cSalt/CCCSalt ratio separated by membrane design. The 

EC measured in B1 is plotted on the second abscissa. Values measured during salt dosage are highlighted 

with empty circles. According to design recommendation for aeration systems in nitrifying WWTP [8], 

an α between 0.60 (= αmin) and 0.85 (= αmax) is expected for the given treatment operation conditions 

(see Table 12). The limits of expected range of α are marked as dashed lines. Less than 2 % of the 

measured α values are below the expected range. This shows that αmin value was estimated correctly and 

agrees with data from literature.  

Contraryily, about 45 % of values are above αmax. High α values are not uncommon in WWTP. However, 

an increase of α of up to ~1.0 is usually only for a short time a day in periods of low-income load, e.g. 

at night or in the early morning. In the present case, the high α values can be explained by the fact, that 

the industrial wastewater is permanently slightly polluted. Surfactants and other possible oxygen transfer 

inhibiting constitutions was not explicitly measured, but elevated concentration of such substances is 

usually accompanied by increased organic concentration in the influent [8,27, 30]. An increased 

concentration of such substances in the influent is therefore most unlikely. Even the nutrient solution 

and its ingredients, which is dosed in order to achieve a sufficiently high OUR in the reactor (see chapter 

2.5), have almost no influence on the oxygen transfer [23]. Therefore, if the wastewater is more polluted, 

extended times with lower α and αfS can be expected. 
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Figure 34: α as a function of EC for diffuser membrane design A (a) and diffuser membrane design B (b) 

In Phase I and II the salt was dosed by shock load over 48 h. During the salt dosage the inflow of 

industrial wastewater and thus possibly inhibiting ingredients was stopped. Only the dosage of nutrient 

solution was continued. Since the ingredients of the nutrient solution do not inhibit oxygen transfer and 

the TSS concentration was kept constant by continuing the WAS removal, we expected that α will rise 

towards 1.0. The opposite happened. In Phase I, α even decreases slightly with increasing EC (see Figure 

34-b)). This was not observed in Phases III and IV with continuous salt dosage.  

A possible explanation is that the salt shock causes the microorganisms to produce oxygen transfer 

inhibiting substances [6, 8, 29, 30]. Since the influent was stopped during salt dosage, these substances 

accumulate in the system (i.e. reactor B1 and B2) and thereby enhance the effect. When the salt dosing 

was stopped and the inflow restarted, these substances were diluted and α rose to the value before salt 

dosing. This explanation is consistent with observations from other studies. It is a well-known fact, that 

microorganisms secrete more extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) to adapt to adverse 

environmental conditions [31]. Ng et al. [32] found an increase in organic dissolved substances with 

rising salt concentration. Jia et al. [33] measured an increase in EPS concentration with both increasing 

and decreasing salt concentration. Baquero-Rodríguez et al. [34] state, that especially the solved fraction 

of EPS (SMP) inhibits the oxygen transfer.  

We could not investigate this phenomenon further. However, when designing aeration systems, it should 

be noted, that the oxygen transfer can be inhibited if the salt concentration fluctuates, not because of 

variation in fs but because of secondary effects. Strong fluctuations in concentration can be prevented, 

for example, by an equalisation tank upstream of the aeration tank. 

3.7. Performance comparison of both diffuser membrane designs 

Results presented in chapter 3.5.3 show, that installing diffusers with small slits membrane design 

increases oxygen transfer up to 14 % in sAS compared to large slits membrane design. However, small 
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slits result in a rising pressure drop (see chapter 3.5.2) and a corresponding increased power requirement 

of the blowers (P). Therefore, using diffusers with small slits membrane design in saline conditions 

causes advantages and disadvantages. It is questionable at which cSalt/CCC ratio the use of small slits 

membrane design improves aeration. To answer this question, we compare the performance of both 

diffuser membrane designs.  

For performance comparison we calculate based on the TW results (see chapter 3.3), the given equations 

for calculating fS (see chapter 3.2) for corresponding membrane design and a fixed α the standard oxygen 

transfer rate in process water (SOTRPW; kg/h), standardized at DO = 0 mg/L, atmospheric pressure = 

101.3 kPa and T = 20 °C:  

𝑆𝑂𝑇𝑅𝑃𝑊 =  
𝑉 ∙ 𝛼 ∙ 𝑓𝑆 ∙ 𝑘𝐿𝑎20 ∙ 𝛽 ∙ 𝑐𝑆,20

1.000
 [kg/h] (33) 

where V is the aerated water volume (m³), β is the ratio of oxygen saturation concentration in process 

conditions to standard conditions (-) and cS,20 is the oxygen saturation concentration at standard 

conditions (mg/L). Since the α of the present experiments are exceptionally high due to the low 

wastewater contamination (see chapter 3.6), and to get representative results, for SOTRPW calculation 

we assume a fixed α of 0.75, which is a typically mean value for nitrifying WWTP [8]. 

The aeration efficiency (AE) is suitable to illustrate the interaction between increased energy 

requirements and improved oxygen transfer. It is defined as the ratio SOTRPW to P [18].  

𝐴𝐸 =  
𝑆𝑂𝑇𝑅𝑃𝑊

𝑃
 [kg/kWh] (34) 

Positive displacement blowers (PD) are commonly used for air supply on WWTP’s. For this type of 

blower P can be calculated using the isochoric power formula [34]:  

𝑃 =  
𝑄𝐴  ∙ (𝑝ℎ + 𝑝𝐷 + 𝑝𝑆)

𝜂
 [kW] (35) 

where QA is the airflow rate (m³/s), ph is the hydrostatic pressure resulting from depth of submergence 

(kPa), pD is the pressure drop of diffusers (kPa), pS is the pressure of pipes (kPa) and valves and η the 

overall efficiency of the blower (-). The ph increases with increasing cSalt due to the increment of water 

density. Nevertheless, this increase is marginal and can be neglected [2]. The pD depends on the 

membrane design (see chapter 3.5.2). The pS is affected neither by cSalt nor by diffuser membrane design. 

Assuming a typically η for PD blowers of 0.60 [35], and using pD results shown in 3.5.2 (Design A: 10 

kPa; Design B: 7.7 kPa), for QA = 1.5 m³/h a P of 32 W and 30 W is calculated for diffuser membrane 

design A and design B, respectively.  

Figure 35 shows SOTRPW per aerated water volume (SOTRPW/V; m³/m³/h) as a function of cSalt/CCC 

ratio. AE is plotted on the second ordinate. For both diffuser membrane designs SOTRPW/V and AE 

increase with increasing cSalt/CCC ratio and reach their maxima when cSalt/CCC = 1.0. When cSalt/CCC 

> 1.0 SOTRPW/V and AE decrease again due to the constant fS (see Figure 30) with a simultaneous 

decrease in oxygen saturation concentration.  
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Figure 35: SOTRPW in activated sludge (α = 0.75) per aerated water volume V (SOTRPW/V) and AE for both 

diffuser membrane designs as a function of cSalt/CCC at a fixed airflow rate of 1.5 m³/h 

The high SOTRPW/V values of up to 75 g/m³/h reached for membrane design A and 60 g/m³/h for 

membrane design B when cSalt/CCC = 1.0 show the improved aeration due to the increased salt 

concentration. In TW with fine bubble aeration systems and corresponding QA,VAT a mean SOTRPW/V 

of 60 g/m³/h is typical [36]. Despite consideration of kLa inhibition by α = 0.75, this value is reached 

and even clearly exceeded in the case of diffuser membrane design A.  

When cSalt/CCC = 0, SOTRPW/V is identical for both diffuser membrane designs due to similar TW kLa 

values (see chapter 3.3). However, due to the higher-pressure drop of membrane design A and the 

corresponding higher power requirement for air supply, AE of membrane design A is lower than of 

membrane design B. This means that in non-saline conditions the use of diffusers with smaller slits 

decreases the energy efficiency of aeration systems. Therefore, in non-saline conditions it is more 

efficient to use diffusers with larger slits and therefore lower pressure drop.  

Because of increasing coalescence inhibition and the corresponding increase in fS with rising cSalt/CCC 

ratio, SOTRPW/V and AE increases more rapidly for membrane design A than for membrane design B. 

When cSalt/CCC > 0.12, AE of membrane design A exceeds AE of membrane design B. That means that 

with given diffusers (fS, pD) and a fixed QA of 1.5 m³/h, the aeration improves by using diffusers with 

membrane design A than with membrane design B as soon as cSalt/CCC > 0.12.  

However, in the present SOTRPW and AE calculation, we used for simplification a fixed airflow rate (QA 

= 1.5 m³/h) as set during the sAS oxygen transfer tests. Since fS increases differently for different diffuser 

membrane designs, this results in different SOTRPW values with increasing cSalt/CCC ratio as described 

before. To match the same SOTRPW/V with both diffuser membrane designs, QA could be adjusted. 

Since both fS and pD changes with changing QA, this would require the recalculation of SOTRPW and P.  

4. Conclusion 

In previous studies, we assess the different factors influencing the oxygen transfer in saline water. In the 

present study, we investigate whether the saline water results are transferable to saline activated sludge 

aeration. For this purpose, we operate a pilot scale activated sludge plant (water volume = 2.25 m³; depth 

of submergence = 3.5 m) over 269 days with industrial wastewater influent. Oxygen transfer was 

assessed continuously by off-gas method. Salt concentration and different operation parameters were 

measured to evaluate their impact on overall plant performance. 
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1. We present a modified design approach for considering salt effect on oxygen transfer. This 

enables a more precise design and therefore a more energy efficient operation of aeration 

systems at high salt concentrations. The current design approach is only applicable to municipal 

wastewater with high sea salt concentration. By normalizing the salt effect on oxygen transfer, 

our modified design approach can be used for each coalescence inhibiting mixed salt solution. 

Furthermore, we exemplify how the influence of membrane design can be taken into account 

by performing very simple laboratory tests in NaCl solution. 

2. The diffuser membrane design has a significant influence on oxygen transfer in saline activated 

sludge. The oxygen transfer improves up to 14 % by installing diffusers with small slits diffuser 

membrane design compared to oxygen transfer of diffusers with large slits membrane design. 

This corresponds to our previous saline water results and thus confirms the transferability from 

saline water to saline activated sludge conditions. Overall, the oxygen transfer in saline activated 

sludge is more than doubled compared to non-saline nitrifying WWTP. The SOTRPW in 

activated sludge per aerated tank volume reaches up to 75 g/m³/h and thus even exceeds 

corresponding TW conditions. Using isochoric power formula calculated aeration efficiency of 

up to 5.4 kg/kWh (small slit design) and 4.5 kg/kWh (large slit design) show, that also the energy 

efficiency improves in saline activated sludge using small slits membrane design despite the 

increased pressure drop. 

3. The pressure drop of the diffusers in saline activated sludge was not affected by salt 

concentration. The difference in pressure drop between diffuser membrane designs was in the 

same magnitude as in saline water experiments. Nevertheless, pressure drop increases during 

operation for both diffuser membrane designs, as is to be expected when aerating activated 

sludge. The increment results from biofilm formation on the surface and in the slits of membrane 

diffuser. By brief increase of airflow rate, biofilm could be removed and pressure drop reduced 

temporarily.  

4. The lowest α values were measured during shock wise salt dosing and stopped influent flow. A 

possible explanation is, that that activated sludge secretes more EPS and dissolved organic 

substances to adapt to rapidly changing salt concentrations and these substances inhibit the 

oxygen transfer and increase diffuser fouling as well. We could not investigate this phenomenon 

further in the present study, which is why further experiments with a longer observation period 

should be carried out. 
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5 Final Conclusions 

The topic of this cumulative thesis is to investigate the influence of diffuser design on oxygen transfer 

of fine-bubble aeration systems in wastewater treatment at increased salt concentrations. Comprehensive 

experiments were carried out in tap water, saline water and saline activated sludge to show the 

differences in oxygen transfer and bubble size of fine-bubble diffusers at elevated salt concentrations. 

The main conclusions from the different experiments are summarized in the following.  

The analyses of 306 oxygen transfer tests of 65 different fine-bubble diffusers, carried out in tap water 

in the same test tank under identical test conditions showed, that the average performance of modern 

fine-bubble aeration systems improves by 17 % in the last three decades. With an airflow rate per aerated 

tank volume (QA,VAT) of 1.0 m³/m³/h, an average standard oxygen transfer rate per aerated tank volume 

(SOTRVAT) of 83 g/m³/h and standard aeration efficiency (SAE) of up to 5.6 kg/kWh is achieved.  

The comparison of specific standard oxygen transfer efficiency (SSOTE) of tube, plate and disc diffusers 

showed, that in fully mixed aeration tanks and typically QA,VAT, the highest SSOTE of up to 10 %/m 

could be reached with tube diffusers. Furthermore, for all diffusers SSOTE increased the higher the 

depth of submergence or diffuser density was. However, only a minor improvement in SSOTE occurs 

if diffuser density exceeds 35 %. 

Due to the improvement in performance of modern fine-bubble aeration diffusers in the last three 

decades, a new range of favourable SSOTE values indicated for different depth of submergence (3.8 m; 

6 m; 8 m and 12 m) is proposed. Accordingly, at depth of submergence of 3.8 m, well designed and 

operated aeration systems can achieve in tap water SSOTE between 8.5 and 9.8 %/m. The proposed 

range of SSOTE can be used e.g. for first design calculation of new aeration systems, as benchmark to 

assess the performance of diffusers in tap water or to model the activated sludge process accordingly.  

Nevertheless, in tap water no influence of the diffuser membrane design on oxygen transfer could be 

observed. Measuring bubble size and bubble size distribution via image analyses at different levels of 

the ascending bubble swarm originated by conventional disc diffusers with different membrane designs 

showed, that the smaller the slits of the diffuser membrane, the smaller are the bubbles close to the 

diffuser. However, the size of the bubbles increased rapidly along their ascent. For fine-slitted diffuser 

membrane design, bubble size increased about 93 % and reached the same size as bubbles generated by 

large-slitted membrane design. Therefore, the aeration performance in tap water is not improved by 

using fine-slitted diffuser membrane design. Instead, it leads to increased energy requirement for air-

supply due to a higher pressure drop of fine-slitted diffusers.  

With increasing salt concentration coalescence is increasingly inhibited and the oxygen transfer rises. 

The effect of salt on oxygen transfer is described by the fS-value, which is defined as the ratio between 

volumetric mass transfer coefficient (kLa) in saline water and in tap water. To assess the effects of 

diffuser membrane design, diffuser type, diffuser density and salt type on oxygen transfer at elevated 

salt concentration, oxygen transfer tests with disc, plate and tube diffusers were conducted in a 250 L 

bubble column as well as in a 17,100 L pilot scale glass-steel-frame test tank. 

The results showed, that due to the increasingly inhibited bubble coalescence fS rises linearly with 

increasing salt concentration until a limit salt concentration is reached. This limit concentration is called 

the critical coalescence concentration (CCC). When CCC is achieved, coalescence is completely 

inhibited, and fS reaches its maximum (fS,max). The oxygen transfer tests showed, that despite the reduced 

oxygen saturation concentration at elevated salt concentration, SSOTE and SAE increase up to 15 %/m 

and  8.4 kg/kWh, respectively. With QA,VAT = 1.0 m³/m³/h, maximum SOTRVAT was 182 g/m³/h, which 

represent an increase by more than 120 % compared to average tap water performance.  
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For measuring CCC, a new analytical approach was developed, within CCC is determined by evaluating 

the oxygen transfer at different salt concentrations. The new method is much faster and easier to use 

than bubble size measurement and provides valid results. In the future, this will make it possible to 

investigate the coalescence behaviour for any aeration system and (mixed) salt solution quickly and 

easily, as it was exemplified by measuring CCC of real industrial wastewater containing mixed salt 

solution. 

Furthermore, with the new analytical approach, CCC of various single salt solutions for conventional 

fine-bubble aeration diffusers were determined for the first time (MgCl2: 6.0 g/L or 0.063 mol/L; CaCl2: 

10 g/L or 0.08 mol/L; Na2SO4: 12.8 g/L or 0.085 mol/L; NaCl: 10.5 g/L or 0.18 mol/L; KCl: 15.7 g/L 

or 0.21 mol/L). The comparison of own CCC-results with results from literature confirmed the known 

correlation between primary bubble size and CCC: The smaller the primary bubbles the higher is CCC.  

With oxygen transfer tests in various single salt solutions with the same diffuser it could be 

demonstrated, that fS,max is not affected by salt type. Therefore, once known fS,max of a diffuser can be 

transferred to any (mixed) salt solution. This confirms several experimental studies, which showed that 

in coalescence inhibited systems bubble size reaches always a fixed minimum value, regardless of salt 

type. This minimum bubble size equals the size of primary bubbles. The corresponding bubble diameter 

at their minimum size is also called quasi-static bubble diameter.  

The decrease in bubble size could also be observed in the present experiments. Bubble size 

measurements showed, that due to the inhibition of coalescence in saline water, the mean bubble size of 

the bubble swarm aspire asymptotically to the observed primary bubble diameter or quasi-static bubble 

diameter, respectively. Due to the smaller primary bubbles fine-slitted diffusers offer in coalescence 

inhibited systems a larger interfacial area and thus oxygen transfer rises, as it could be confirmed via 

simultaneously conducted oxygen transfer tests. When using disc or tube diffusers with fine-slitted 

membrane design, fS,max enhances on average by 10 % compared to the corresponding diffusers with 

large-slitted membrane design. 

Furthermore, results showed that there is a clear influence of the diffuser type. While fS for tube diffusers 

only depends on the salt concentration, fS of other diffuser types is affected by the airflow rate per slit 

and slit length (qA,dS). The highest fS values were achieved at qA,dS ~ 1.0 dm³/h/mm. If qA,dS changes, fS 

decreases again. Possible explanations were discussed, such as a change in bubble size with the changing 

airflow.  

An effect of diffuser density on fS could not be observed. This corresponds to the generally accepted 

concept, that bubbles only coalesce with bubbles from the same diffuser or adjacent slits and not with 

bubbles from other diffusers.  

Based on the present results, a modified design approach for considering salt effect on oxygen transfer 

is proposed. The current design approach is only applicable to municipal wastewater with high sea salt 

concentration and do not consider the different CCC of various salt solutions as well as the diffuser 

design. The proposed design approach normalizes the salt effect on oxygen transfer by including the 

dimensionless cSalt/CCC ratio. The slope of linearly increasing fS as a function of cSalt/CCC is described 

by the dimensionless kN value. Accordingly, identically aerated solutions of different salts and salt 

mixtures with the same cSalt/CCCSalt ratio would present similar fS values. Therefore, the new approach 

is applicable for each coalescence inhibiting mixed salt solution and enables an appropriate design of 

fine-bubble aeration systems at increased salt concentrations.   

To assess the transferability of saline water results to saline activated sludge conditions and to evaluate 

the proposed design approach, a pilot scale activated sludge plant (water volume = 2.25 m³; depth of 

submergence = 3.5 m) was operated for 269 days with industrial wastewater influent. The TSS 

concentration was up to 7 g/L. Oxygen transfer was determined continuously by off-gas method. Salt 
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concentration and different operation parameters were measured to evaluate impact on overall plant 

performance. Previous oxygen transfer tests in tap water enable the calculation of αfS, which is defined 

as the ratio of kLa in saline activated sludge to kLa in tap water. 

With QA,VAT = 0.7 m³/m³/h, average SOTRVAT in tap water was 60 g/m³/h. Similar to the previous tests 

in the bubble column or the pilot scale glass-steel frame tank, in tap water no effect of diffuser membrane 

design on oxygen transfer could be observed. Due to the oxygen transfer inhibiting substances in the 

wastewater and the activated sludge, a decrease in SOTRVAT would be expected. Indeed, average 

SOTRVAT was 60 g/m³/h and thus in the same magnitude as in tap water and rises further of up to 

75 g/m³/h when using fine-slitted diffuser membrane design. Therefore, the positive effect of salt on 

oxygen transfer is obvious and overlaps the oxygen transfer inhibiting effects of ingredients in the 

activated sludge. Calculated aeration efficiencies using isochoric power formula of up to 5.4 kg/kWh 

(fine-slitted membrane design) and 4.5 kg/kWh (large-slitted membrane design) showed, that despite 

the increased pressure drop also the energy efficiency of aeration improves in saline activated sludge 

when using fine-slitted membrane design. 

The pressure drop of the diffusers in saline water as well as in saline activated sludge was not affected 

by salt concentration. Nevertheless, it increases during operation in saline activated sludge for both 

diffusers membrane designs, as is to be expected when aerating activated sludge. The increment results 

from biofilm formation on the surface and in the slits of membrane diffusers. By brief increase of airflow 

rate, biofilm could be removed, and pressure drop reduced temporary. The difference in pressure drop 

between both diffuser membrane designs was about 2 kPa. 

Based on the saline water as well as saline activated sludge experiments, it can be proposed that aeration 

devices used at elevated salt concentration should be designed with smaller slit lengths and higher slit 

density. Both enhance the formation of small primary bubbles. In coalescence inhibited systems, the 

smaller bubbles offer a larger interfacial area, which results in an increasing oxygen transfer. 
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6 Outlook 

Within this work, multiple factors affecting oxygen transfer at elevated salt concentrations were 

assessed. However, this study has raised several questions. It is still not known, why airflow rate has no 

effect on fS when using tube diffusers. To clarify this question, the coalescence behavior of tube diffusers 

should be focused on detail in further experiments. Measuring bubble size in the bubble swarm is 

difficult but analyzing high resolution images or videos taken with a high-speed camera of the ascending 

bubble swarm could be a first step. Since the results presented suggest that bubbles only coalesce with 

subsequent bubbles or bubbles from adjacent slits the length of tube diffusers should not have any 

influence. Therefore, using shortened tube diffusers could easily enable lab-scale experiments.  

Furthermore, bubble formation at non-horizontally oriented openings or slits is still largely 

unresearched. Here, laboratory tests with single bubbles could already give first hints and be a good start 

to further experiments of rising complexity. In addition, to better compare the results of tube diffusers 

with those of plates and discs, further oxygen transfer tests at elevated salt concentration should be 

conducted with other membrane designs and higher qA,dS values.  

Within the present experiments used plate diffusers had lower slit density than the used tubes and disc 

diffusers, which results in very high qA,dS values. Since qA,dS has a significant influence on bubble 

formation and to confirm the present results, the tests with plate diffusers should be repeated with other 

membrane designs. 

The results of oxygen transfer tests in saline activated sludge suggest that substances produced by the 

microorganisms as a result of salt shocks lead to an inhibition of the oxygen transfer. Firstly, these 

substances could be identified in lab-scale experiments. Secondly, oxygen transfer tests could be used 

to check whether these substances inhibit oxygen transfer. In addition, further long-term tests with 

diffusers with different membrane designs should be carried out in saline activated sludge to investigate 

the ageing of diffusers with different membrane designs and the associated increase in pressure drop. 
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Annex 

 

Annex 1 Comparison of calculated oxygen saturation concentration (cS) for different salt concentrations 

(cSalt) according to the given equation in ASCE/EWRI 18-18 and tabulated values in ISO 5814 

for different water temperatures (T) 

 

 

Annex 2 kLa20 as a function of qA,Disc for both disc diffusers and diffuser densities 

 

 

Annex 3 kLa20 as a function of qA,Plate for both plate diffusers 
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Annex 4 kLa20 as a function of qA,Tube for both tube diffusers and diffuser densities 

 

 

Annex 5 Average pressure drop of diffusers (pd) as a function of salt concentration (cNaCl) 

 

 

 

 

 

 


